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Unit 1: " making changes " 
I. Vocabulary 

 
Word English meaning Arabic meaning 

lunar connected with the moon ي�)* 
occasion special time or event ,-�./0 
mark to show that sth is different from normal  34)5 /67�5  
joint not individual 9:.); 
gratitude thanks ا0=/.ن 
owe have borrowed and need to pay back  ض/ ا�=�ان�ا*=  
troupes group of dancers  ,*�B )D4E*ا�Fا(  
in praise of expressing admiration for  ء/ �0ح./K  
in commemoration of in order to remember �آM==F 
in advance along time before  .ً0�O0 /.ًP7�  
with the naked eye see sth without using a telescope دة�R)Fا D4�Fا 
in favour of preferring 5STP  
dropped fell UPVWا 
reflects relates to, in connected with  YZ�5 /[7: ��5د  
makes it succeed in reaching or doing ل�]�F.	 ^R/5  
associate connect _	�5 
stick to not change your mind about 7=3مa  
coincides with is at the same time as دف.E=5  
optimistic that every thing would be fine Sb.P=0  
take up start أ�-a  
enthusiasm a strong positive feeling س.)d  

Period 5 
phrasal verbs made from "away" 

look away �eW ف�E5  
frightened away f4V5  
move away  ك�در/ 5=.i5  
ran away ب�k5  
throw away 90�5  
take away Mlm5n�0   
driven away د�o5  
turning away ��=-5  

compound adjectives: 
 ,p.q-	 n�0 S0.�=Fا DZ)5ُ الsqFا D0 ع�/Fا اMه  

Ex. a man who has blue  eyes. 
 ,-a�0 ر*.مwى ا�W .)ال آsqFا D0 ع�/Fا اM9 هB)32و1و ( أ ب�-Wa / an.*رwا {qd �5ة�RF7, ا)RFا {a�W 6K ,7�Fف ا�d {qd  م  

  :اRF(7, آ.F 3,P] ^-E=F  .9F.=F�6* (ed) وf4TW 1	�� ر*6 ) -(وTW| ) 3و2و1( 
a blue - eyed man 
 

,47]w7, ا)RFا [Fد إ��a ,7)RF9/�5 ان ا .)	 S5��=Fا D0 دة��F9 ه� :(47, اW.�Fع ا�/Fا.  
Ex. an oil – producing country. 
 
a country that produces oil. 
Ex. a self driving car                        a car that drives itself 
Ex. an English speaking culture      a culture in which people speak English 

�"هSupposed MNOP J أJ( JK�G,HI ل ,R to MNOP JS��(is, are, was, were)X و0,Y�ا ZKد وز.YK أو \�3 X#JY�ا ]H^     Supposed  
Ex. The staff should really wear suits, but not everyone does. 
The staff are supposed to wear suit, but nobody does. 
 
 

     3                    1        2 

     1                    2        3 
و��Wد 	.PEF, اF] ) 3و2و1(F=��د اF] ) 1و3وW 6K )2-�أ 	�YZ اwر*.م an / aأو� M�Wف 

97]wا S�PFن . اwوcountry f4TW د�P0 (s),7)RFا ^-E=F S�P7F :  

       3            2           1 
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II. Reading / Period 2 / page 6 
 

 و ا��5wي �M ا��a ��4F.O=F.	�   وS)�a ه� . اS]w ا4�ZF� �4F.Oa D0 اqF/, ا�5�RFة 9B 	�7ان S�0 ا�=�ا4F. و ا5��F.ت اF(=��ة ه 9	�F.ا*| ا�Z=5�/7,               إن
 ,4/�w5�/7,�/.ء ا=Zا�� D4� �W� �F5(,( او�OFر ا�E�7F 9)=/5 .�4� 9/�aو .(  

  
D�0 n�7l�5 اF-�.ب ا90.�0w     (ا�oVFة اwو [F	7R} ا��F ا�4�qF إF] اF(/3ل، أول ��V 35ور هMا اF(/�3ل        " :.دة أl�ى واF=9 أ*S ��-4, وه9       

i59     و�P7VFب ا.�-Fا D0 در�. (   {�R5و  �Z5 3 و��9ء                      أن�-lر و�70^ و.�/Fإ���.ل ا S�;أ D�0 6��PFا D�0 ,��o* S�)�5و Dداآ� ��0, ذو ���.OFا S�5�p ن�
n	��4F .    [F30 إ�5 �Fفءذ�Fم   ا.�oFا |-oF.	اق وM)Fوا  .        ,/q�F��5م رأس ا S�-* n�7��4 آ-Fا ا��Pe/5 أن D4EF9 اB د آ(. ه�.=�)Fا D0 .0�): �وأآ�

0 S-* D5�l�F D5�F�5 ا�qa [7: ��5�5ة و�RFاS47Fا fE=/ .  
  

        65�O=Fم ا�V=qa �E0 ن�B ,)7q)Fول ا�F5/,     ا���90وآ-.*9 ا�)Fا [Fإ ,Z0 D0 67و� n47: 9 �0(� [7] ا�-/Fة ا�R�5ة ه�RFا ,/qFدف ا.Ea و 
�F�/Z;�4. ا��5�RFة   :�7] ا�F��D�0 6 أن ا�k� D:  .   =Fر *(� �0�م ا�5�RF ر�(4.ا�:�ن� DZ)5 أن a-�أ اqF/, اRkF�5, ا�5�RFة d=] 5=6          . اF(/�رة

  . S)=�0 n7�Ra أن 9B ��Ra و*� Z-0�، إ� اR5 nW} أن 5�ى *(� اqF/, ا�5�RFة 	.D4�F اR)F�دة
  

                  ,�4/5�Fد ا.��Wق ا���B 6e/�a ,�Fو�F9 ا�B ,�P7=V0 �p.�/0 9 :��ة�B ،ء.*��]w�7, واb.�7F ز�5.رات S�)�	 |ق وا�.oW [7: �5ة�RFا ,/qF.	 ل.P=d5=6 ا�
 /F9 �0ح اB .و��: ,].VFاna�Rى ه�4.ء ذآdو�67 وإ n47: . -9 �0(� [7] ا�  ��4ZP=Fوا D47E)7F ة�=B 9ة ه�=PFا �Mن ه�B D5�4�Z7F ,-q/F.	و

  .  	�.;, 4ia 9ZF� 9B اS-O)Fأ�WاkF.دئ واF=�آ34 :7] 0. ارD0 �-Za أol.ء 9B ا�F.م اE/)F�م وآ6 
  

    a ة�dة وا�ZB 5-�و أن ه/.ك ،.k4Fإ �e/a 9=Fا ,B.O�Fا �W.آ .)k0         ة��=B ك��=a ��5ة، وأن�RFا�5, ا�-Fة ا��ZB ��5�RFم ا.��Fدات ا.�: D0 �5��Fوراء ا D)Z
,7-O)Fة ا�=PFا [F7| إo=Fوا �P7l ة�dوا .  

 
A lot of the New Year ‘traditions’ in countries like England, Australia and the USA are actually Scottish in 
origin. These include joining hands and singing the Scottish song Auld Lang Syne (which means something 
like ‘for the old times’). 
 
Another custom, which is less popular now, is ‘first-footing’. To bring good luck to a house, the first person 
to visit it (entering by the front door and leaving by the back door) should be a tall, dark-haired man 
carrying a piece of coal for the fire, some salt, some bread and something to drink. These symbolise warmth, 
flavour and of course food. More generally, it is usual, as in China, to clean the whole house on the day 
before New Year, and to make sure you have paid back any money you owe to others before midnight. 
 
Like other Muslim countries, Egypt uses the Islamic calendar and the New Year marks the migration (Hijra) 
of Prophet Mohammad ( ) from Mecca to Medina. The New Hijra Year can’t begin until the appearance of 
the new moon of Muharram is officially announced. Although modern technology now makes it possible to 
find this out well in advance, the new year moon should be observed with the naked eye. 
 
New Year is widely celebrated with visits to family and friends. In many different parts of the country, 
special religious chanting troupes organise performances in praise of Prophet Mohammad and in 
commemoration of his Hijra. For many, though, this period is a time for prayer and quiet thought, 
concentrating on what you have done wrong in the past year and how you need to change in the next. 
 
Whatever culture you look at, there seems to be one idea that underlies many of the New Year customs: the 
idea of a new beginning, of leaving one period behind and looking forward to the coming one. 
  

1 Replace the underlined parts of the sentences with words or phrases from the text.  

1 I’m not sure how much I have borrowed and need to pay back to my parents. owe 
 
2 At this time of year, performing groups of dancers, etc. visit the town. troupes 
 
3 He wrote several poems expressing admiration for God. in praise of 
 
4 This event takes place in order to remember the life of a national hero. in commemoration of 
 

1 
2 
3 
 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
 
9 
10 
11 
12 
 
13 
14 
15 
16 
 
17 
18 
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2 ‘A lot of the New Year “traditions” in countries like England, Australia and the USA are actually 

Scottish in origin.’  

A the traditions first started in Scotland. 

B the traditions came to Scotland from other countries. 
2 The writer puts inverted commas round the word ‘traditions’ to show that 
A the word is a quotation from somewhere else. 
B the customs don’t really come from the countries mentioned. 

3 ‘These include joining hands and singing.’ The phrase joining hands means: 

A putting your hands together. 

B holding the hands of other people. 

4 ‘Although modern technology now makes it possible to know this well in advance, the new moon 

should be observed with the naked eye.’ 

1 The phrase well in advance means 

A a long time before. 

B making good progress. 

2 The phrase with the naked eye means 

A see something using glasses 

B see something without using a telescope 

5 ‘Whatever culture you look at, there seems to be one idea that underlies many of the New Year 

customs.’ 

1 Adding the suffix -ever to question words like what, where, when or how adds the meaning that: 

A it doesn’t matter what / where / when / how. 

B the question what / where / when / how changes with time. 

5.1 Complete the sentences with similar …ever words. 

a However hard I tried, I couldn’t open the door. 

b You can visit me whenever you want to. I’m free all week. 

c I take this book with me wherever I go. 

d You should try your best, whatever you do in your life. 

2 Adding the prefix under- can add either of these meanings: at the level below or not enough. 

5.2 Which meaning does it add in these sentences? 

a One idea underlies many New Year customs. at the level below 

b Don’t undervalue your work; it’s better than you think. not enough 

c Many large cities have an underground railway system. at the level below 

d You can mark important points by underlining them. at the level below 

e I think I’m underpaid for all the work I do for my company. not enough 

6 What do these words, Underlined words in the text, refer to? 

1 These (line 2) traditions that are originally from Scotland 
2 it (line 5) the house 
3 this (line 12) the date of the appearance of the new moon of Muharram 

4 one (line 18) period 
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III. Reading / Period 3 / page 9 
 

��W�  D . اD�0 D4l��=F أ;�S *��ارات أآ��� �dا�K,      5-�و أن اF/.س 9B اZ7))F, اF(=��ة 5-=��ون :D *�ارات اqF/, ا�5�RFة اS��0 ،,5�47O=F ا�*��ع :�      
Sbواwارات ا�OF.	 ,)b.* ،|*�0 ا�ls0 . [Fإ [Fوwا ,-a�)Fا D0 UPVWا D4l�=Fا D: أن ا�*�ع D4-a,/0.�Fا .  

  
9�B Sd �OB ,4 ا)F�a-�,   اOF�ارات ا ,O7�=)F	S�0 ,�EF. ا4OF.م 	(D0 �53 اF=(.رD5 اF�4�.5, و اMFي 9B Sd ا)F�a-, ا4W.�F,، أ0. ا�oF.م اwآ�� [�  

أ�0. ا�OF�ار اY0.�VF    .  آ(�. 9:��5 ا�4�ZF� D�0 اF/�.س ا���F| ا�*=�E.دي       - ا�*=�E.د 9�B إ�PW.ق اF(�.ل       -ا�F.�F, و�b.� S|، وDZF اOF�ار اwول ه��       
��.�Fا .W�E: [7: YZ�/5 يMFك وا�-q4PFا S�0 9:.)=;ا� S]ا�=F7] �0ا*| ا: S*م ه� إ�.:, و*� أ.�Fا اM-4, ه�� �آ�wا .  

  
أو ) اF(�آ3 اF�ا	|(و5�oa� أ6kqPW :-� اOF�اءة أآ�� ) اF(�آ3 اqF.دس(	�� D0 ذOa ،�F�ر اF/.س *T.ء D0 �530 ا�F*� 0| ا7b.�F, واw[�*.ء        

 ,4O4��0 ,F¶ [7: 3ف�F67 ا�a او ,iF 67�a)|�.=Fو ا |	.qFا .(Sbواwا ���Fا D)� D0 ن�Z5 STBأ ,P4ل :7] و��E�Fا ,Fرار �0.و .  
  
.*                       ,�4	.R5إ �دات أآ��.�: ���W ,�q�Fدات ا.��Fا f�*و S��0 ,4-7q�Fارات ا�OFا D: س 5-=��ون./Fن اm	 |*�)Fا �وا     . ل 5�0��4i5 ��5ون أن�6 5�kWو*�.ل ا

  .  6ka.4d	4OF..م 	�9ء ;��5 وه/.ك ���ر s0آ� 	mن هMا اF/�ع D0 اOF�ار B n5�F�[, أR/7F STB.ح
It seems that people in the UK are turning away from traditional New Year’s resolutions, like giving up 
smoking, in favour of more modern ones. A website has just published a list of the top resolutions for this 
year, showing that giving up smoking has dropped from first place to eighth. 
 
Health-based resolutions like getting more exercise (second place) and eating more healthily (third place) 
remain popular, but the top choice, spending less money, probably says a lot about the economic situation. 
This year’s fifth most popular resolution, wasting less time on social media sites like Facebook, also reflects 
modern times.  
 
Instead, people are resolving to spend more time with family and friends (sixth place), and to improve 
themselves by reading more (fourth place) or learning a language or musical instrument (seventh and ninth). 
Trying to find a better job just makes it into the top ten. 
 
The website’s director said that people were moving away from negative decisions like stopping bad habits 
towards more positive ones. ‘They want to change their lives by doing something new,’ he said, ‘and there’s 
a definite feeling that this kind of resolution has a better chance of success.’ 
 

1 Match the words and phrases from the text with their meanings. 

WORDS AND PHRASES FROM THE TEXT MEANINGS 
1 in favour of   2 a fell 
2 dropped   4 b succeeds in reaching or doing 
3 reflects   1 c preferring 
4 makes it   3 d relates to, is connected with 
 
 
2 Use the words and phrases in Activity 3 to complete the sentences, changing the form if necessary. 

1 During the night, the temperature sometimes drops by 20 degrees in desert areas. 
2 To get fit, some people stop taking lifts in favour of using the stairs. 
3 Climbing the mountain was hard, but we finally made it to the top. 
4 His opinions reflect the fact that he had a difficult childhood. 
 
3 Discuss the questions in pairs or small groups. 

1 Why do you think ‘spending less money’ has become the most popular resolution? 
 
Because of the economic situation.  
2 According to the text, why do fewer people than before choose to stop smoking? Can you think of a 
reason not mentioned in the text? 
 
Because people were moving away from negative decisions like stopping bad habits. 
 

1 
2 
3 
 
4 
5 
6 
7 
 
8 
9 
10 
 
11 
12 
13 
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IV. Reading / Period 4 / page 10 
�F ا5, ;��5ة�	�5ة، �; ,/�  

     4F ارات�س *./Fا D0 �4�ZFا MV=5 ،,/qFا D0 �*�Fا اM9 هB6ka.4d وا�4i .    9��4-p n�Wا ،|-oF.�	أن        D�ZFا5.ت ;���5ة، و��	��5ة �0| �RFا ,/q�Fا _	��a 
 ��Oaم  9�ZF  ا9�B  ,/q�F  اwو*�.ت  أ���أ  D�0  ا��5�RFة  ا��Za  ,/q�Fن  ر	(�.  ا�Fا*| �Oa  .B9م 	�FMأن:(S �9ء ;�7R5 �5} ا�PFا�a.4�F �b آ7(. اl=�ت 

 ا�7ٌ5�oF,  ا��eFم  ��.:.ت  0| .ا�F=.ء Eٌ5 fE=/0 SEB.دف اqF/, رأس�Z5. أ0 �(.لو أورو	.  :9B	7a .k=3م أن أردت إذا ا4�F.ة 4ia� 	O�ارات
YOoFرد وا.-Fا {p�Fن ، ا�Z5 DF �4آm=F.	 6��0 ؤل.P=7F .)	ا  آٌ�ن ورMه�  {-q�Fآ(�.  – ا  �4��a  ���F��5   ا D�0  را��.ت�Fس  ا��7}  إن – ا.�/F5  اM�FاDٌ 

Oٌ5�0ن� O	ارات� B9 رأس ,/qFا .-F.� � 57ٌ=3م .k	 ��	 ,q)l |4	.أ�.  
  �FMF-       ,/qFا D0 �*9 أي وB – S)=�0        اً أو أي�:.�� ^-E�a 75, أو�p ,B.q)F Uآ�Fا5, ا�k	 أ�-a 4/4, أو أنEFا ,i7Fث ا��a 67�=a ر أن�Oa أن 
�F.O)F,  آ D4O5 [7: ^-E=� f4	a 6F �Wm-�أ 	�(.�, آ-4�ة و 67q=qa 	��ه. 	S47O؟  D4�O5 [�7: D��W	�mن إa-�.ع ا��oVFات ا9�B ,q�)VF ه��M ا                     . �9ء

  . أآ�� اS�R=��ً.)=d اR/F.ح
Around this time of year, lots of people make resolutions to change their lives. Of course, it’s natural to 
associate a new year with new beginnings, but doing something new brings benefits to your life whenever 
you choose to do it. In fact, New Year is possibly one of the worst times of the year to make life-changing 
decisions if you want to stick to them: in Europe and North America, it coincides with the middle of winter. 
With its long hours of darkness and cold wet weather, this is definitely not a season to be optimistic. This 
may well be why, as many studies have shown, most people who make New Year’s resolutions usually 
break them after five weeks.  
So, whatever time of year it is, you might decide to learn to speak Chinese, take up long-distance running, 
become a poet, or whatever. How do you make sure you don’t start with great enthusiasm, but then give up 
soon afterwards? We’re sure following the five steps in this article will make success a lot more likely.  
1 Replace the underlined parts of the sentences with words and phrases from the text. 

1 I always connect this song with the holiday we had two years ago. associate 

2 It’s easy to make resolutions, but harder to not change your mind about them. stick to 

3 Unfortunately, my birthday is at the same time as the end of the holidays. coincides with 

4 When I started, I felt that everything would be fine. optimistic 

5 She wants to start a new hobby, but she isn’t sure what to choose. take up 

6 He’s just started playing the guitar and is full of a strong positive feeling. enthusiasm 

2 Answer the question. 

1 What two things, according to the article, are wrong with the idea of ‘New Year’s resolutions’? 

New Year is possibly the worst time of year to make them; most people who make New Year’s 

resolutions usually break them after five weeks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
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V. Reading / Period 4 / page 11 
 :�| أه�اف وا��, .1

R0�د ا�4ZP=F� 	a ��Wm���5 أن ��Zaن [��DZa � .      9 :.0ً. آ�4�اً: kB/.ك *.:�ة وا�dة R5} أن D: �ًTB .k�-=a �4�ه.        ، :/��Za .0ن ZPa� 	mه�اف   
B �أآ�,R4=W يw �	 SE5 أن S)=�)Fا �4� D0 �Fن ذ�.n�.4* DZ)5 97): آ�9ء د*�4 و �Bه� D: �-�a ج أن.=�a �W�B �Fذ D0 �ً�-B .  

2. �qPW |=0: 
       ً.�;.W ن�Z=� f4آ .ًO7* �=*و Sآ UOa �.          n�47: 9ه� .�)F ��5ة�RFا ,�	�R=F.	 |=)=qa أن �آMa .        أن ��4�Z	 ST�Bأ ,�]�B ,�O5�oF��7 ا=	 ��F ن�Z4��

 F.	 �)=qa n7�Pa يM .   67 �9ء�=a �/إذا آ ،                    SE��=� 9�=Fط ا.�O/F�0. ه�9 ا ��ZPa أن D�0 67�=F.�	 ��=)=إن ا�� ��4�Z	 ST�B0ً. أ��Oa ز��=� �W�B
,5.k/F9 اB .k47:. 

3. .kرآ.�: 
       ,:�/=0 �bا�B nF ن�Z5 أن DZ)5 D5�l¶ ص.V�اء أ�=dأوً�. إن ا ،  n�7�Pa .�): س./Fا D0 �53)Fت ا�-lآ7(. أ ،    �=qa ل أن.�)=dا S�* .�)767آq ،  ��Ww

�0�q=�.	 6kF ف�=�a �5 أن�a � ,p.q-	  ..ً4W.K ،6kFMVa أن {��a DZa 6Fو �ن 0(=�ً. أآ��Z4� ون�l¶ س.Wإذا :(�7 �9ء 0| أ. 
 :ZB�  .ً470	7qF.-4.ت .4

     ̂ 4�] SZ�	 �Fأت ذ�* �OF 6�W ،        9	.R5إ [O-a دة ه9 أن.=�)F�4, اE/Fن ا�B |-oF.	 ن و*. و�Z4� آ�s)Fا D0 .ً-5�Oa n/ZF  9ء�� S0. 5-�و آ�/: �
إن ا�Fرا�.ت 4�a� إF] أD0 nW اSTBw أن ZPa� 	DZ)5 .) أن SEa إn4F ا�0wر D0 ��ء �Z5 9ZFن  ,�ol �5�F	�9�B ,�75 و*��        . [�} ;�اً 

.kKو�d. 
5. {�./)Fا �*�F9 اB ,-�./)Fة ا�oVFا: 

        �d9 و*� واB 9ء� Sآ S�Pa ول أن.�a � .   5 9ZF ة�4i] أ;3اء [F9 إb.k/Fا �B6 ه�q*     ن��Zaو �4i�] ح.�RW 3ء�; S5, آ.kW [Fل إ�]�Fن ا�Z
 .*� ا*=�	� �olة �4O�=F ا�kFف

When you’re thinking about aims, there’s one rule you should follow above all others: don’t be too general. 
Just thinking that you ‘want to be a bit healthier’ is very unlikely to get you anywhere. Instead, you need to 
express your aim as something exact and practical that can be measured. 
Don’t spend all your time worrying about how successful you’re going to be. Remember to enjoy the new 
experience for what it is. That way there’s a far better chance that you’ll keep going. If you’re learning 
something, you’ll make much better progress if you enjoy the learning rather than thinking about what score 
you might get at the end. 
Including other people can have various benefits. Firstly, the more people you tell about what you’re doing, 
the less likely you are to give up, simply because you don’t want to have to admit it to them. Secondly, if 
you do something with other people, it will be more fun (see above) and you won’t want to let them down. 
Yes, you did read that correctly. Of course, the usual advice is to stay positive. But there will almost 
certainly be a time when everything seems to be going wrong and you start thinking it’s all too hard. Studies 
show that it’s better to think about what could go wrong so that you can have a plan in place when it 
happens. 
Don’t try to do everything at once. Divide your final aim into smaller parts so that getting to the end of each 
part is one small success, and one step nearer to the goal. 
 
Look back at the text in Period 4. Then answer the questions. 

1 Why is ‘I think I’d like to be a better person’ not a good resolution to make? 

It’s too general. 

2 Which piece of advice is especially useful for students in general? 

Don’t spend all your time worrying about how successful you’re going to be. 

3 Which advice might seem strange to most readers? 

Be negative. 

4 Which suggestion relies on people’s personal pride? 

Tell people what you’re doing. 
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VI. Writing 
Write a reply to the letter from your English-speaking friend who wants to learn Arabic. He knows a 
little about it but he just wants to get better. 
 
Thanks for your letter. It was good to hear from you. So, you’ve decided to learn Arabic. I think this 

is a really good idea because it is the Holy Quran language. 

 
First, you say you ‘just want to get better’. The problem with this resolution is that it's too general 

and you might give up. It's better to be quite precise about your aims. 

 
Anyway, the hardest part for you might be the writing, because of course we use different letters, so 

you'd have to learn a new alphabet. If you decided you only wanted to learn speaking, pronouncing 

some Arabic sounds might be hard for an English speaker. I think you should find a native Arabic 

speaker who can give you conversation practice. 

 
In general, learning a language is like learning any new skill. It's hard work and you need patience, so 

keep trying when things get hard and don't give up. Keep thinking about the reward at the end. 

 
I hope this helps. Good luck! 
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Unit 2: " Fitting in " 

I. Vocabulary 
 

Word English meaning Arabic meaning 
turns up  arrives or appears  �ke5 /SE5  
stand out look different from the others 34)=5 
implication hidden suggestion  ن�)T)Fا�5.ء/ ا  
simplify make sth easier _q-5 
apply what you do to get a job {7p م�O5 
multiply increase in number  ر*.مwا f:.T5 /ب�T5  
deliberately on purpose �):ًا  
grow out of to lose a habit or feeling as you get older  [7: �-ُZ5 /D0 �7V=5  
outstanding better than most others 34)=0 
leave out of to not include 9/�=q5ُ 
cut off from stop communication with |p.O5ُ 
shared aim common purpose ك�ه�ف �0= 
single person individual د�P0 
almost certainly more than likely ًآ�اs0  

Period 5 
phrasal made from "out" 

grow out of lost [7: �-ُZ5 /�-Z5 .0�/: ك�5=  
runs out is gone MP/5  
work out solve S�5  
got out of escape from D0 ب�ه  
miss out of not be present for |4T5ُ  
stick out look different  .ًP7=V0 و�	رزاً/ أ.	  
after all  [q/W �  
as a result  ,R4=/آ  
in contrast  U4O/F7] ا:  
in fact  ,O4O�F9 اB  
in other words  ى�l7(.ت أZ	  

Complete the sentences with the linking phrases in the box. 

1 Everyone agrees that a feeling of belonging is ‘a good thing’. In contrast, fitting in is presented as  
something we need to avoid. 
2 Standing out can be an advantage. After all, to stand out is to be outstanding. 
3 People acting together had a better chance of surviving. In fact, being left out of the group could lead to 
death. 
4 Black wool was seen as worthless. As a result, farmers used to be disappointed … 
5 Living a free life isn’t as important as survival. In other words, poorer people just don’t have time to be 
black sheep. 
6 You can trust me. After all, we’ve been friends for a long time. 
7 It will be very difficult. In fact, it may be nearly impossible. 
8 There has been a lot of rain recently. As a result, some roads have been closed. 
9 People who don’t belong to a group tend to get ill more often than those who do. In other words, 
belonging is good for your health. 
10 When you see her, she’s always chatting to her friends. In contrast, her sister is very quiet. 
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II. Reading / Period 2 / page 20 
 

   DZ))Fا D0س 0| د      أن./Fا D0 �4�ZFا f7=V5  .9�4    . ��4س-p �Vل آ��-OFو:�م ا D4Oاه�)F6 اe�)F ,-q/F.	 34)=Fإن ا��5, أ0.i7F ج�6 .  �0�kWإ 
      D5�lÁا D4Oاه�)Fا D0 �7ا-O4ُF �4-آ �kR	 �0ن�O5 .          [�=d أو ,-��./)Fا Y	�)Fاء ا�aأو ار {�./)Fا [O4��)Fع ا�W ,-�0 SZ� Mlm4� اMا�0=�ك وه 

   {�./)Fل ا�)�)Fز ا.kRFع ا�W .   ت�.d 9Bو�أآ�        D�Z)0 ر.iE�Fن ا�B .ًB�oa ر��, وأ�          أن�)F9 ا�B ��Z	 روا :(��اً أ� �5(��7ا.�=V5  �7اE��5  [�7: 
  . در;.ت ;�4ة O4F.دوا 	�.دات ��4,

 ��5رآ�ن أ��W إن S��0 D�Za أي     6إ�kW . إ6�kW 5=�7(��ن ��aر4R5ً. أن ��W�Z5ا وا D4�OK	6e�0 .          6kq�PWm اF/.س �E7V=5ن D0 هMا ا���Fر :/��Z5 .0-��ون         
       DZ)0 34)=Fة ;�4ة، وأن ا�ZB �q4F �l¶ �V�ن 340ةأن�Z5  .         ,�)7آ��4 آm=F.	 9ن 0(3�4اً، وه���Za أن {�R5 3�4)==F ،.�k	 �ZPa .0�/: ،[q/W و�

,4	.R5ب   : إ �V� f]�5ُ .0�/: )S�)0/{a.أ:(.ل /آ S;ر/�b.*  (  �4-ء آ./K nW34 ا)0 .  D�Z))Fا D0�47, آ��4   أن)�Fا M�lma   ��*�Fا D�0 ًا�آ(�. *�.ل   . 
 9W.o5�-Fز ا.P7=F6 اRW ة�0"�W�F.	 �47اً": آ�; S)0 م.RqWإن ا� .�Fذ f�=Z=F .ً-5�Oa .k7آ �a.4d �/0 Mlm5 n/ZFو .  
ا4�F.ة 9B إن . واW�F ,;.�F=(.ء RF(.:, أو R0=(| ��5د 5ÂF.م اwوR)7F [F=(�.ت اF-��5,، وه/.ك أ�-.ب و;kF ,k4.   . إن ا�RqW.م Y4F آ.�W=(.ء   

9�B  . اF(.�9 آ.�W [�-,، و ,p.�0	p.V)F.� وS)�5 اF/.س ;/-ً. إF] ;/} 	�kف �0=�ك و ه� B�[, أ STB	4�Z� O-7F.ء أآ�� D0 آ��B ��W�د             
  . اO4O�F, إن ا�=-�.دك أو *o| [D0 �=7 ا9B ,:�)R)F أ�7} ا4dw.ن s5دي إF] اF(�ت

   9B ,4Kآ.ر �q4F {*ا��Fوا�^ إن ا SZ�	ت.�)=R)Fا�Fا [O-a ,;.�Fا DZFون   . ��5,، و����5 � D5M�Fس ا./F7(.ء أن ا�Fدرا�.ت ا D0 �5��Fا D4-a
 D0 ض�)F.	 ا�	.E5 , أن��: �ه6 أآ� ,:�)R)F 6 5/=(�نkWأ��Fو� أو ,:�)R0 D0 ً3ءا; D5MF��4�56ا اk7�0 �ً5�p  .  

 
A lot of young people might disagree with Dr Seuss. For most teenagers, it seems, standing out and not 
being accepted as ‘normal’ is horribly embarrassing. They put great effort into being accepted by other 
teenagers. This will often take the form of liking the right kind of music, wearing the right clothes, or even 
having the right kind of mobile phone. In more extreme cases, a young person might deliberately choose not 
to work hard at school and get good marks, or be led into bad habits.  
This feeling is something that most people grow out of. They gradually learn to be confident about who they 
are. They realise that being like everyone else isn’t such a good idea and that standing out can be an 
advantage. After all, when you think about it, to stand out is to be outstanding, which is definitely a positive 
word: when someone is described as an outstanding actor / writer / business person / leader, 
it’s high praise. The process can take quite a long while though. As the British TV star Clare Balding once 
said: ‘Fitting in is boring. But it takes you nearly your whole life to work that out.’ 
Fitting in is not the same as belonging. The need to belong to a group or community goes back to the 
earliest days of human societies, and there are good reasons for it. Life in the past was hard, with dangers all 
around, and people acting together with a common purpose had a much better chance of surviving than an 
individual. In fact, being left out of or cut off from the group would more than likely lead to death. 
Obviously, the consequences are not so disastrous in modern societies, but the need survives. Many 
scientific studies have shown that people who don’t feel that they belong to a group are more likely to 
become ill than those who are part of a community, and don’t live as long. 
 
1 ‘… standing out and not being accepted as “normal” is horribly embarrassing.’ 
 Why do you think the writer puts the word normal in inverted commas? 
Because the idea of ‘normal’ is misleading; there is no true ‘normal’. 
 
2 ‘… a young person might deliberately choose not to work hard at school …’ 
What does deliberately mean? 
A on purpose   B freely 
 
3 ‘This feeling is something that most people grow out of.’ 
The phrasal verb grow out of (something) means 
A to gradually become too big. 
B to lose a habit or feeling as you get older. 
C to be made or produced from something. 
 
4 ‘ … when someone is described as an outstanding actor / writer / business person / leader, it’s high 
praise.’ 
What does outstanding mean? 
 
A unusual or strange  B better than most others 

1 
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5 ‘The process can take quite a long while though. 
A process is a number of events leading to a result, which takes time to happen. What process is the writer 
referring to here? 
The process of learning to feel confident about who you are. 
6 ‘… being left out of or cut off from the group would more than likely lead to death.’ 
1 The two phrasal verbs used in the sentence are similar but not exactly the same. Match them with these 
meanings. 
a to leave something or someone out (= to not include) 
b to cut something or someone off (= stop communicating with) 
2 What prepositions are used with each one if we want to add an object? 
a leave out of a group 
b cut off from a group 
 
7 Find fixed phrases in the third paragraph with these meanings. 
1 shared aim common purpose 
2 single person individual 
3 almost certainly more than likely 
 
8 The verb survive is used twice (lines 15, 17), with slightly different meanings. Find the two uses and say 
which one means: 
1 to remain the same but the need survives 
2 to continue living a much better chance of surviving 
 
9 ‘… people who don’t feel that they belong to a group are more likely to become ill than those who are part 
of a community, and they don’t live as long.’ 
What does the highlighted / underlined word they refer to in this sentence? 
A people who are part of a community 
B people who don’t belong to a group 

G*3رJt G�u&أ  
Answer the following questions according to the passage. 

1 What is embarrassing young people? 
Standing out and not being accepted as ‘normal’.  
2 What is the effort that teenagers put into to be accepted by other teenagers? 
This will often take the form of liking the right kind of music, wearing the right  clothes, or even 
having the right kind of mobile phone. 
3 What are the extreme cases that teenagers might desperately do? 
Choose not to work hard at school and get good marks, or be led into bad habits.  
4 What is the feeling that most people grow out of? 
Choose not to work hard at school and get good marks, or be led into bad habits.  
5 What do they learn when young people grow up? 
They gradually learn to be confident about who they are. 
6 What do they realise? 
They realise that being like everyone else isn’t such a good idea.  
7 What can be an advantage? 
Standing out. 
8 What is an outstanding actor labeled? 
High praise. 
9 Why do people need to belong to a community? 
They had a much better chance of surviving than an individual.  
10 What would being left out of a group lead to? 
Lead to death.  
11 What have studies demonstrate?/ What may happen to people who don't belong to a group? 
People who don’t feel that they belong to a group are more likely to become ill than those who are 
part of a community, and don’t live as long. 
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III. Reading / Period 3 / page 22 
  

أ�W.س  . 9B اi7F, ا�na.4d È4�5 � .ًEV� fE=F ,5347RW أو  .ka.4d	oF.�O5, ا6�kF .�k�*�=a 9=F ا�7b.�F,    " اVF�وف ا��wد �V=qa"  ,7b.�7Fم :-.رة   
̂   - اwورو	�4,  و	�SZ آ-�4� 9�B ا�i7F.ت    - �W�Z5ا �0�وw ،D4Bن اD0 �5��F اi7F.ت اlw�ى       آ�skء R5} أن   7oE�)Fا Y�PW .k5��F   .   ى��lت أ.�iF

 �V� آ�ن D: ث��=a ،,4و��Fا S�0"U4	wاب ا�iF�7ن" ( اFداء ا�� .ً)b5-ً. دا�Oa �4رp 9ن ه.	�iFا .(  
    

�FM�F  .  ��4� ذي *nW�F  ,�)4 إ��F [Fن ¶�l� �-=�5 n�W�B �FM�F�      4i5ُ� إنeW� 30ارع � D0  DZ)5 و;k, ا��wد�Bن اPF�و .  W.در ;�اً  ا��wداVF�وف  
�l "  n�W�B�وف أ���د  " آ�.ن ��Fى ا�7b.�F,    إذا  .  �FM�F	4V-, أ�Z5 .0�/: S0ن �Fى l�و6kB اw	�F�0 U4د 	P�اء أ���د E5.	�اأن   ا:=.د اF(3ار:�ن 

       n4B ب���0 �ن ��4ً. �4�Z5 نm	 د.O=:آ�4 اm=F.	 . �OB �OF9-7qF�0/.ه. ا D0 S47OF5.م اwا �Mرة ه.-�Fاً آ(. . ت ا�ا آ�4�O7O5 6F س./Fن اw .ً-5�Oa اMو ه
إn�W 9�/�5 أن ا�4d n�5�F �V��F.ة �4�0�ة       .  	�U اF/�.س �ZP5� 	�k. آ(3�4ة    إن9B اd ،,O4O�F=] .  0. آ.ن �D: �ً47* .ًP7=V0 �V اF(�=.د إذاا:=.دوا  

  . ا�OFاD4W و� p.V5�ونأآ�� 4d D0.ة اlÁ�D5، اD5MF 5ّ=-��ن 
  
  

أن �Zaن W./Bً. أو �.:�اً 0(34اً 5-�و أ�7o=5 nW} 0/�� ا�e/F�     .  اD5MF �5ُ=-�ون آV�وف أ��د    أو   �R=F��F	D4 اF/.س اD4:�-)F، اY4F nW �4� :.دي      
   ,�P7=V0 ,�O5�o	 6F.��7F .  .ًT�5�5,    إنأ�OF��4ل ا)F7, و ذوات اO=q�)Fء ا.q�/F9    - ا��.)F9 ا�B S�*w�7] ا: -  S�4)a ��W.ن    آw ،وف أ����د��l ن��Za نw 

 9�B -  6�kWw أي �R0.ل  -أ�W.س آmو���F 0(3�4ون    . ا�OFا:� ا�;=(.:4, و	-p.q, اF=9 آ.�a �Wور �dل W(_ ا4�F.ة اO)F-�ل آ.�W أ*�ى :7] اq�/F.ء               
,4O-Fا D: 5=(34ون .  

  
آ.4i�] ��W�ة ��OB آ.��W ا	/�, ا3Fو;�, اw ,�4W.�F	�k4.          :/��0.  أ�4B�a.k0  . و أ�d ا7�0w, ه� اa.ZF-, ا�9B ,5347RW اOF�ن اF=.�| :�� 0.ري �974           

,)7�=0 �W.ر. و*� آ.��wو ا �EOFا ,	.=Z	 أت�	اً و�ه. آ�4�d�F ك 0.ري�=a �W.آ �OF .ال D� 9B17 و     D�: ���oOW. و ا	أورو [Fت ا�B.� 
ء ��P7=V0ن  D�0	6k/�4 آ=�.ب �k��0رون �7q�5ن       :.PF .k=7b=�ة D0 اD03F و 	�� ذ �F	�D40.، 	4/(. آ.q5�� 9B �W�ا، آ.�W 0.ري و �k�0. أ[��*.              

6kqPWأ      �p.0 ة �5م�4k� 9B ق�=l.	   {�:ر �E*  .         ��4مFا ��F9 ذ�B ��PFُ9 أ�=Fا �E�OFا D)�� D�0-       9 �0. زال�=F��4ة اd�F�0.ري ه�9 ا ,E�*  
9kB �0�و9�B ,B ;(�4|   . ق:7] اF��D0 6 أkW. آ=-� آ=-ً. أl�ى P7=V0,، إ� أن *B ,E�اD5.=�ZW ه9 أ�k� أ:(.kF. :7] ا�M=5 .   �pآ�ه. اF/.س 

  . أ�W.ء ا6F.�F و *� �F�d إ674B [F :�ة 0�ات
 
In English, the phrase ‘black sheep of the family’ is used to describe someone who doesn’t live his or her 
life the way the rest of the family expects them to. People like this must be common, because many other 
languages, mostly European, have exactly the same idiom*. Other languages, like Russian, talk about 
someone being a ‘white crow’ (crows being birds that are nearly always black). 
 Real black sheep are rather rare. From a farmer’s point of view, black wool couldn’t be changed into 
different colours, so it was seen as worthless. As a result, farmers used to be disappointed when, by chance, 
their white sheep sometimes had a baby with black wool. So if a family had a ‘black sheep’, it was 
definitely thought to be something undesirable. Nowadays, though, the phrase has lost some of its negative 
meaning. This is probably because people don’t worry as much as they used to if someone is a bit different 
from normal. In fact, some people even think of it as an advantage: it means that the person has a more 
exciting life than most others, who just follow the rules and don’t take risks. 
 Among creative people, it isn’t unusual to find those who were regarded as black sheep. Being an 
outstanding artist or poet seems to require a different way of looking at the world. Also, independent and 
strong-minded women, at least in the past, have tended to be black sheep, simply because the social rules 
about what was an acceptable lifestyle were stronger for women. In any field, people like this are 
outstanding because they stand out from the crowd. 
One example is the 19th century English writer Mary Shelley. Her mother died when she was young, and it 
was the daughter of her father’s second wife who received an education. Mary herself was left on her own a 
lot and began writing stories and poems. When she was 17, she travelled to Europe and was cut off from her 
family for some time after this. Two years later, while in Switzerland, Mary, along with several friends, 
including well-known writers, were amusing themselves one rainy afternoon by making up horror stories. 
Of all the stories produced that day, Mary’s is the one people still remember. Although she wrote several 
other books, the story of Frankenstein is by far her most famous work. It is known all over the world and 
has been made into a film many times. 
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Complete the sentences with a maximum of two words from the text. 

1 The idea of being a ‘black sheep’ seems to be quite common in European countries. 
2 Several languages have an idiom similar to the English phrase ‘black sheep o the family’. 
3 In real life, however, black sheep are not common; in fact, they are rather rare. 
4 Black wool is worthless undesirable, so farmers regard it is as . 
5 The modern meaning of ‘black sheep’ isn’t as negative as it used to be. 
6 The life of ‘black sheep’ may be more exciting because they are more likely to take risks 
7 Creative people tend to be black sheep as they see the world differently from others. 
8 Women have sometimes been seen as black sheep because there were stricter ideas about what it was 
acceptable for them to do. 
9 Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein is the most famous of several horror stories that were made up one 
afternoon. 
 

Answer the questions. 

1 How has the meaning of the phrase black sheep changed nowadays? 
It has lost some of its negative meaning and it is even thought of as an advantage as ‘black sheep’ 
have more exciting lives than people who don’t take risks. 
2 How old was Mary Shelley when she first made up the story of Frankenstein? 
19 
3 What might be surprising about the fact that a story like this was written by a nineteen-year-old girl in the 
eighteenth century? 
In those days, it wasn’t acceptable for women to write stories or do anything except learn to be ideal 
wives. 
 

IV. Writing 
Write two or three paragraphs for the " About us" area of the community website. 
The following ideas may help: 
- welcome visitors to the site. 
- Explain the idea of the community. 
- Say what members can do. 
- Invite people to join us. 

 

Welcome all dear visitors to the place that you will feel comfortable as your home. We are here to 

help you know every thing about our community. Because of the importance of English language and 

to help you we open this community 

 
Our English club provides you a help to use the English language in practice. There are other native 

speakers who will help you speak English fluently. Here are teachers of English who will also help 

you. 

 
Members can communicate with each other to practice the language. So if you speak English, you will 

find who understand you in the club. Come with us and invite your friends and your family to come 

here. 
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Unit 3: " The global village " 

Unit 3: " The global village " 
I. Vocabulary 

 
Word English meaning Arabic meaning 

term name of an idea ^7oE0 
transforming completely changing 5=��ل 
widely commonly, often |ق وا�.oW [7: 
the chances are it is likely ت�.)=dا� 
see the point know the purpose 3ىi)F6 اkP5 
far from instead of D0 �ً�	 
globalize to make something more international 9)F.: |	.p 9ء�Fا [o:أ 
popularize to make something more popular �k�5ُ 
underestimates gives too little importance to D4k=q5 
taken place happened ��5ث 
vast very large  Sb./ ه�آ-4  
currency money used by a particular country ,7): 
entire whole S0.آ 
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II. Reading / Period 1 / page 32 
	D4 آf4 آ.�F�/Za �W;4. اF(�0�7.ت ��aل ا6F.�F ، إن 7oE0^ اOF�5, اF.�F(4, �.ع 	�ا�o, اa.ZF} اZF/�ي 0.ر�.ل �7Z0ه.ن 9B 	�ا5, اqF=4/.ت        

  ,5�O9ء آ� [F7/�.س أن        ،إF D�Z)5 9�=Fوا           ,F�kq�	 و ,:�q�	 �0�7.ت�)Fروا ا��7ا و 5(��]ة          . 5=�ا���	 ��W�=Wا� �أن 5/=�� S�-* ا آ�.نMن ه�m�	 �آM�a
  .�/�ات

 إn�W  . آ�.ن 9�B 	�ا�5, اwر	�4/�.ت    - 	mآ�� أو أ*�Y�PW S اF(�/�] اM�Fي n�7)�a ا��4Fم      –D0 ا�Fا�^ . إن آF�: ,)7(, أT5ً. أ*�م 6e�0 �O=�5 .)0 اF/.س     
     Fا [=d ,Bو��0 DZa 6F .kW9 أO4Od ,Bو��0 ��-]�4 أd 4/.تW.)�Fا D0 9W.�Fا fE/–    ل.�):wد وا.E�=*ل ا�.�R0 9B ,5ا�-F9 اB –   9�B .ه���	و 

  .	�ا وأن اRF(4| آ.ن 5=��ث :/k. 	��7ل ا4�q=F/.ت. R0.�ت 47�a(4, أl�ى
أl-�ت ��p D�0 ,�:�)R0ب اS�)�F اiE�F.ر      �F . ر	(. و[7/. إF] �Za .0�/: ,oOWن ;3ء آ-4� ;�اً �F ./a.4d D0ر;, أZPW � ./W� 	k. آ�4�اً ;�اً        

,)F��F6 �4/.*��ا اkWف، أ�kFا ا�B��5 DF 6kWت أ�.)=dة ;��5ة. ا��ZB .kWآ� D: ً�4ا�	4.ء آ(. ه9، �wا ,p.q-	 نÁا fEa .kWإ. 
 
The term global village was first popularized by the Canadian writer Marshall McLuhan in the early 1960s. 
He described how communications technology was transforming the world into something more like a 
village, in which people could communicate and pass on information quickly and easily. And this, 
remember, was many years before the Internet was widely used. 
The word globalisation is also older than most people think. It appeared, with more or less the same 
meaning as it has today, as early as the 1940s. It is true, though, that it wasn’t until the second half of the 
1980s that it became common, at first in the area of economics and business, and then in other academic 
fields. By the 1990s, it seemed as if everyone was talking about it. 
We may now have reached a point when it is so much a part of our lives that we no longer think about it 
very much. If you tell a group of young business students that they’re going to discuss globalisation, the 
chances are that they won’t see the point. Far from being a new idea, it now simply describes the way things 
are. 
A Choose the correct meaning for these words and phrases from the text. 

1 term (line 1)  A name for an idea 
B period of time 

2 transforming (line 2)  A taking from one place to another 
B completely changing 

3 widely (line 4)   A not exactly 
B commonly, often 

4 the chances are (line 11) A it is likely 
B there are opportunities 

5 see the point (line 11)  A understand the idea 
B know the purpose 

6 Far from (line 11)  A Instead of 
B A long distance from 

‘The term global village was first popularized in the early 1960s.’ The suffix -ize (or -ise) changes an 
adjective into a verb and adds a meaning. To globalize (something) is to become or to make something more 
international.  
What does the verb popularize mean? 
To make something more popular 
B Decide whether the statements are TRUE or FALSE.  

 
1 The writer seems to think Marshall McLuhan’s idea was ahead of its time.  TRUE  FALSE 
 
This … was many years before the Internet was widely used. 
 
2 The word globalisation was widely used from the 1940s onward.   TRUE  FALSE 
 
It wasn’t until the second half of the 1980s that it became common. 
 
3 Young business students often think globalisation isn’t worth discussing. TRUE  FALSE 
 
They won’t see the point. 
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III. Reading / Period 2 / page 34 
��ث 9B اOF�D4W اD0.�F و اF=.��| :��� أو d=�]     إذا eW�ت إF] 0. آ.ن 5– ;.د�Fا –� mq5 .   [q/Wل اU�-F إذا 0. آ.�W اOd ,)F��Fً. �9ء ;��5        

 �Fذ S-* ،       اً؟�; .ًk	.�0 5-�و � nWأ S6    هF.�F4, اO	 [7: 6ka.0�Zd D0 6:�	 ,4F.)�Fا .Z5�0. و أ	9 أوروB آ.ت��Fا ��=PWم  ، ا.�l �0اد D: ��-7F
,E4lر .,�/E)Fا |b.T-Fا ا�R=Wو أ ,].VFا .k�W.E0 [Fى إ�lة أ��7ه. 0OW، و	�(	.:�ه. 	وSb.ل. ^ ه.):wرة وا.R=F.	 _-a�0 6F.�Fا ^-]أ.  

وا��Fور  . إن ه�M اe/F�ة [��4, إF] �d 0. وD0 S7O5 .0 DZF أه(k=4. ه� 6Rd و ��:, ا44i=F� اM�Fي ��dث 9�B اD4�K��F ��/, اF(.��4, أو أآ���                   
:��oa [ ،   S4-�� [�7ر ا�F�/Z=F;�4. اF�*(�4,   ���5د اST�PF إD�)Z5 n�Ww .     �F وراءه�. آ�k7.       ، اF�9B 9q4b ه�M ا44i=F�ات ه�� �F�/Za 9�B;�4. ا�F.���ب           

و*�� ُ*��ر أن آ()=q�5 ،    ,�4� ��aاول ا�F(�7, :�7] ��0ار اD0 .         ً.�40�5 ,:.q�F اS)=�)F أن SO/aُ آ(4.ت �D0 ,)V اF(.ل �dل ا��K 9�B 6F.�Fان             ، اF(�.ل
اF-�ر[, 9B دوD�0 .0 ,F اD�Z))F أن q�a-}    إن اOF�ارات اMV=)Fة 9B . :�ة ¶�ف 9B ا9B ,b.)F اqF/�ات اwر	��ن اF(.�4,  ازدادت 	/q-,    ا�O/Fد

6F.�Fا D0 �lÁا {W.RF9 اB ى�l9 دول أB 74,، آ�ارثF ل�l �0�5ُ أن DZ)5ُ 9/p�Fد ا.E=*ا� Sو آ.  
Ks5� :47/. ;(��4ً. و�  _�OB ��7�=5	�R).�ت S��0 ا�R=F.رة واw:(�.ل وا�*=�E.د وD�ZF أD0 .              .ًT�5 ا�Fا�^ أن W .0�ا� ا�4Fم �9ء f7=V0 و ;��5         

./a.4dو ./a.*�:و ./qPWى أ�W f4آ [=d و ./T�	 |0 S]ا�=W f4وآ n7آmW .0 47, وq=Fوا ,B.O�F.	.  
  

There are some who question whether globalisation is really something new. After all, they argue, if you 
look at what was happening in the 18th and 19th centuries, or even earlier, doesn’t it seem very similar? 
Companies in Europe and North America, supported by their governments, were opening up the rest of the 
world, searching for cheap raw materials. They transported these back to their own factories and produced 
manufactured goods, then sold them at a huge profit. The world became linked by trade and business. 
In a sense, this view is correct, but what it underestimates is the scale and speed of the changes that have 
taken place in the last thirty years or so. And the key role in these changes is that of computer technology, 
because it underlies all of them. Thanks to developments in digital technology, for example, it is now 
possible to move vast amounts of money around the world in seconds. Currency trading now goes on almost 
24 hours a day, and it has been estimated that the amount of money traded has gone up by several thousand 
per cent in the last forty years. Decisions taken in a stock market* in one country can have a disastrous 
effect on countries on the other side of the world, and entire national economies can be destroyed almost 
overnight. 
What we are seeing today clearly is something different and new. It affects us all, and it relates not just to 
areas like trade, business and economics, but also to culture, entertainment, what we eat, how we 
communicate with each other and even how we see ourselves, our relationships and our lives. 

 
A ‘The world became linked by trade and business.’ 
‘The key role is that of computer technology.’ 
1 Link and key are both normally used as nouns. 
What kind of words are they used as in the text?  adjectives 
2 In what way can trade link the world? 
people, goods and raw materials go from one part of the world to another as part of the process of 
trade 
3 If something is described as a key part / point / question, etc., is it just important or the most important 
thing? 
B Find these words in the text. Then choose the correct meaning for each one. 

1 underestimates (line 6)  A gives too little importance to 
B falls below 

2 taken place (line 7)   A been replaced 
B happened 

3 vast (line 9)    A unusual 
B very large 

4 currency (line 9)   A at the moment 
B money used by a particular country 

5 entire (line 12)   A whole 
B early 

C Answer the questions. 

1 What makes recent changes different from what has happened before? 
They are happening much faster, on a much bigger scale. 
2 Why is technology so important to these changes? 
It underlies all of them. 
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3 What disadvantage of instant currency movement does the text mention? 
Entire national economies can be destroyed almost overnight. 
4 Why is globalisation important for everyone? 
It affects everyone, in all aspects of their lives.
D What do these words, underlined in the text, refer to? 

1 even earlier (line 2) [earlier than when?]   than the 18th or 19th centuries 
2 these (line 4)   raw materials 
3 them (line 5)  manufactured goods 
4 these changes (line 7) [which changes?]  the changes that have taken place in the last thirty years or
so 
5 it (line 8)   computer technology 

IV. Reading / Period 3 / page 36 
̂    ، �F أeW ./W�W. إF] ا ,B.O�F	�k�)ه. ا�Fا�|       أ[-^ ��0ل ا7qF| اB�=)F�ة 37F	�ن 9B ا�Fآ.آ6�e�0 9�B D4 ا��Fول     . �Bن اW=�.ر اB.O�F, اF.�F(4, وا�

      .ً4Fدو �و أآ� .ً:.qaا �ن      أآ�.Z0 S9 آB �ke5 ,آ��Fا�6 ا YPW4/(.  . وq�F6 اF.�: 9B ض��aُ 9=Fة ا�4-ZFم ا�Bwب   :�7] �0.   . أ�(.ء ا.-��F5-��و أن ا
p-��4, اk��F�ة kq�PW.    ). أو a/��ع Oa )   .�k/0 9�7�0�9B .ً-5 آ�S دوq�5 ,�F=(��ن إO4���0 [�F] ا�F�اب ا0w��4Z5, اBw��4O5, أو O4���0] ه�4} ه��ب                

,4F6: أ[-�� دوkWا�4; D0 ��5 أآ��W.0 ن�q7W n;س و./Fا .k4B ف�أن �5 S)=�)Fا D0 9=Fا D0.آwا D0 �5��F�5;� ا. 
  Bل أن أ.)=dب  ا��Fوا Sآwل ا.R0 9B �0.ل ه� ST .       و ��/kF6 ا:.�o0 9�B _�OB Y4Fآ�7اm�5 روا أن.�=V5 س أن./F4| اo=q5 ة�4-ZFن ا�)F6 اe�0 9B

، ��Bن ا�ZFآ�.آ�� ��aُ�ب Oa�9�B .ً�-5 آ��Z0 S.ن       ، Y�PW 9�B ا�F*��   .إ4F.o5. و اD4EF وأ�W�5.a 6:.o0 9B .ًT5 و ا�F�ب أو �Oo/0, اF-��� ا�ZF.ر9-5      
)F.���Fر ا.���=Wوا�  .��kB.O5إ S4�=q��)Fا D��0 n��W�5, 5-���و أ�q��F�7;-��.ت اF 9��Z5�0w��7/(_ اF 9 . 9Fا���d ���5م S70آ��  D��0 م.���oFآ�7ن اm��5 ,)q��W ���470ن 

 .d=] أن اVF-�اء ا�*=E.د�5ن �0�V=q5ن �b.* [)q5 .ً�4(, 0.ك آ-4�ة O4ُF.ر�Wا *�ة ا�F�اء E=*�F.د اF.�F(9.  دو9B 100,F –0.آ�و�F.Wز 
 أن ه�M ا�44i=F�ات ا�4B.O�F, ه��OB 9_ ا��=(�ار اS�0 –       ,�47)�F ا44i=F�ات ا�*=E.د�O=�5- ,5 ا�MkF ,P7=V0 .U�-F ا�F(0,47�ة أl�ى eW �;�5�ات     
   �T0 أت �/�ات�	9 =Fى �9ء ;��5        . ا�W ./Wm	 �7ا-O5 D5MFا ��Fأو D4	 D0�4, أو ��7-4,          ، و	.R5رات ا��o=Fا ��W.ق :(�. اذا آ.�Pa�5;�� :��م ا .  Sه�

 0w53.دة اF ه9 ا�.رة  .�kWآ, أو أ�ون                 ��4i=5 6�kWن أو أ.�Z0 S9 آ��B .kq�PW 99 ه��=F�4, واFدو ,�B.O�	 ��7=*ُ ,�4/p�Fا ,�B.O�Fأن ا S؟ ه�D4ه.�Raدل إ.�-a
,4�4-p ,O5�o	 ن�P4Z=5 و ,p.q-	. 

If we look at culture in its widest sense, the spread of a global culture is clear. The range of consumer goods 
available in shops in most countries is getting wider and more international, and the same company names 
appear everywhere. The same big-name films are shown in the world’s cinemas. It seems that young people 
in nearly every country are listening to Afro-American rap or hip-hop music (or a local variation of it). The 
nature of fame itself has become international: there are many places where people are more likely to 
recognize the face of Nelson Mandela than their own neighbours. 
Perhaps the best example is in the area of food and drink. In most large cities, people can choose to eat not 
just in Indian, Italian and Chinese restaurants, but Thai, Arab or Caribbean ones too. Meanwhile, Coca Cola 
is drunk almost everywhere, and the global spread of American-style fast food seems impossible to stop. 
Every day, around 70 million people eat food from McDonald’s, in over 100 countries. Economists even use 
something called the Big Mac index to compare the purchasing power of world economies. 
Again, though, there are different views of this process. Some believe that, like the economic changes, these 
cultural changes are just a continuation of a process that began years ago. And among those who accept that 
we are seeing something new, there is disagreement about whether the developments are positive or 
negative. Are they a sign of increasing Americanization, or is this a two-way exchange? Are traditional local 
cultures being killed by an international culture that is the same everywhere, or are they simply changing 
and adapting in a natural way? 
Answer the questions. 

1 What can now be bought in shops around the world? 
The same range of international consumer goods. 
2 What does the example of Nelson Mandela show? 
That fame is now international. 
3 What, it appears, cannot be prevented? 
The global spread of American-style fast food. 
4 Which phrase means ‘the same thing happening as in the past’ (paragraph 3)? 
A continuation of the process that began years ago. 
5 What do people still argue about, even though they agree that globalisation is different from what has 
happened before? 
About whether the developments are positive or negative. 
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V. Reading / Period 4 / page 38 
   6F.��Fا .�k4B {        9 ذاه��=Fا ,�O5�o7F .ً�):دا n�Wأ ��=�a أن D�Z))Fا D�0 .naا�-l ل�l D0 ,)F��Fا   S): ,4P4آ D4-4F �4; |*�0 9B �=7  i4=� f5إن ;�ز

.و n/ZF	�� D0 ذ�O=/0 �Fاً ;�اً،  :.0ً. اF(.�4,اwر	��ن  
   D0 �ب أآ�.=ZFا اMه �13إن :(,/�  . n4o:ي ;�9/7 أMF9 اq4b�Fا {-qF|ا	ه/.كأر ,K��0 {=آ� �5;� آs)Fا D0 nWض أ�=B9 أ/W6 أRW  ، DZFو

  6kbاM�590  ،وإ.�/F6 اF.��7F  ,�)F��Fل ا.�B4, إP49 آB ,ا [�رة وا�����7] أن �5: D5ا *.در�W.آ�اً إذا 0. آm=0 �qF .Wأه6   . وأ�67 أ*B إن آ.ن ه/.ك
.6ka�:.q0 ول.�a .kWm	 9:�aو 
 S;أ D0 0.ت�Z�7F ل.)Fا ا���O5 9Fو�Fا �O/F9 و [/�وق اFو�Fا �/-Fا S�0 ت.q�s)Fن ا�B �7	 [F�7 إ	 D0 .نÁرة ا�k�0 .ه�-l9 أ=Fا n=E* إن
إ[���ح ا*=��E.ده6. ه���M اq��a 9��=F(] إ[���d.ت D)T��=a 	��4| ا0���VF.ت ا���7F ,��0.�F�آ.ت اVF.[��, و ��B=^ ا�*=��E.د ���7F�آ.ت اZF-��4�ة 0=����دة   

.و	.�B |-oFن ه�M ا�F�آ.ت a�9B 3Za اF-�7ان اiF/4, ا�7o0 �7)a 9=F ا�OFة 9B اF-/� ا�Fو9F و [/�وق ا�O/F ا�Fو9F. ا4q/RF.ت  
آ(. *�7   – إE* .kW, *�5(,     – وDZF آ=.ب �=7i4=� 0. زال q5=�� اOF�اءة na.0�7�)F ا�Fا47l, و أ��7	n اO)F�وء ;�اً واM�Fي �O7F �ًk�� n�7�R5�اءة     
.w [=dو��F ا�q4F ./7�0 D5MFا ا*=E.د�5ن  

R5} أن أ*�ل    	Wm/9 آ/�    .ًo-�0	Mkا اZF=.ب  . اD47EPF اwو4�0 D4F��F    D5ه=(.م و DZF 	��ه. أ[-^     .ً=-�0	D0 �5��F. ا�F .S4].P=F أ�a 6F �W�ف 
.D0 اDZ))F أن D: f*�=a اOF�اءة *-S أن 5-�أ رأ�� 4�ZF ،�)Fs5� D0 ا�*=E.دا  

      9q�W f�Fs)F9ء    . :�7] �0. 5-��و أن ا�� D4�-=5 6�F D�ZF�0,    ، و�Z�7F n�7�Pa 9�=F0.ر ا��Fأو ا ,)F��7F ,4B.O�Fات ا�4Km=Fا  D: .ً�4� أ�0ً� أن أ*m=0 �7)أآ
    n�7�Pa .�0 ���  ج.�R=d�F      ارع���Fا [�F3�/7ول إF ة��O	 6F.�Fء ا.�W9 ;(4| أB س./Fا �و��5 .( na.4-7�     أ و�O5ُ يMF3ء اRFا )    nWا�/�F �lÁا fE/Fا

6F.�7F ,)F��F؟. ا.kP7l ,5د.E=*5, ا��e/F0| ا D4OP=0 �4� 6kWw اMه Sه  
With his background, Joseph Stiglitz is in a good position to explain how globalisation works. You might 
expect him to be a supporter of the way the world has been going for the last forty years, but instead he is 
extremely critical.  
This book is now over thirteen years old. The main reason why I’ve only given it a 4-star review is that I 
suppose there must be more up-to-date books out there, but if there are I haven’t read them. And I’m not 
sure if they would be able to offer such a clear picture of how globalisation is failing the world’s poor, 
harming those it claims to be trying to help.  
The story he tells is now a well-known one. In country after country, organizations like the World Bank and 
the International Monetary Fund lend money to governments on the condition that they ‘reform’ their 
economies. These so-called reforms always involve selling public services to private companies and 
opening up the economy to large multinational companies. And, of course, these companies are based in the 
rich countries that have most of the power in the World Bank and IMF. 
As I say, it’s an old story, but Stiglitz’s book is still worth reading for its inside knowledge and its very 
readable style, which makes it easy to read even for those of us who aren’t economists.  
I have to say I was rather disappointed by this book. The first two chapters are interesting enough, but after 
that it gets stuck in too much detail. If you don’t know much about economics, you’ll probably want to stop 
reading before your head starts hurting.  
I carried on, hoping to read something about the cultural effects of globalization or the damage it’s doing to 
the environment, but nothing appeared. The author seems to have forgotten the second part of his own title 
(the part that reads ‘… and its Discontents’). People all over the world feel so strongly that they take to the 
streets in protest against what globalisation is doing to the world. Is that because they disagree with the 
economic theory behind it? 
A Decide whether the statements are TRUE or FALSE. 

1 The writer of the first review didn’t give five stars because he knows there are better books available. 
TRUE   FALSE 
I suppose there must be more up-to-date books out there. 
2 The first reviewer suggests that globalisation works in favour of rich countries and large companies.  
TRUE    FALSE 
large multinational companies… these companies are based in rich countries. 
3 The first reviewer says that the book was written mainly for specialists in this subject.  TRUE        FALSE 
Easy to read even for those of us who aren’t economists. 
4 The second reviewer suggests that the book’s title is not a good one.   TRUE        FALSE 
The author seems to have forgotten the second part of his own title. 
5 The reviewers agree that only other economists would fully understand the book.     TRUE         FALSE 
First reviewer: 'very readable style … easy to read'; second reviewer: If you don't know much about 
economics … head starts hurting'. 
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6 Both reviewers seem to be against globalisation.      TRUE         FALSE 
Globalization is failing the world’s poor / hoping to read something about the cultural effects of 
globalization or the damage it’s doing to the environment. 
B Answer the questions. 

1 The verb reform means to change something that is not working properly. Which two ways does the first 
reviewer use to suggest that this isn’t the best way to describe the economic changes recommended by the 
World Bank and IMF? 
Puts the word reform in inverted commas; refers to reforms as so-called reforms. 
2 In what way does Joseph Stiglitz have ‘inside knowledge’? 
He’s an economist. 
3 What two areas does the second reviewer think are missing from the book? 
The cultural effects of globalization; the damage globalization is doing to the world. 
4 The second review ends with a question. What answer do you think the writer expects?   no. 

VI. Writing 
Write a short essay about globalisations and how true they are in relation to your own experience and 
Palestine in general. 
 

          Globalisation is a complex idea, so before discussing this question, it is first necessary to make 

clear what we mean by it. One simple definition is that globalisation describes the ways in which, the 

world has changed very quickly in the last forty years. It is important to understand that the effects of 

globalisation are not always positive. There are several points about the situation in Palestine that 

make it different from most other countries.  

 
           Firstly, the Palestinian economy is linked directly by what so cold Israel. This makes it difficult 

for Palestinians to be as the other peoples around the world. Some Palestinians see that globalisation 

limits what people are looking forward to establish in their own economic and social systems. 

  
          Secondly, by looking to our situation today, we find that globalisation gives us lots of losses in 

land, blood and dignity. globalisation is not a chance for rescue and change but it increases suffering. 

 
          Thirdly, they are lying when they say it is a global village because in this village there is no 

quality between two houses, the Palestinian and the Israeli and also it doesn't equal between it's 

population.  

 
         For these reasons, I believe that overall the effects of globalisation on Palestine have been mostly 

negative.  
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Unit 4: " Money talks" 
I. Vocabulary 

 
Word English meaning Arabic meaning 

bonuses extra payments وات�: 
excessive too much ط�P0 
competitive able to be equal or to be than others YB./0 
otherwise if not  6/ وإ�F أن  
talents special abilities {�0اه  
elsewhere to another person �l¶ ن.Z0  
proof evidence S4Fد  
employees staff D4P��0  
prediction forecast s-/a  
cuts reductions ت.T4PVa  
drop fall ه-�ط  
divide gap ة�RB  
boss chief Y4bر  
dared not wasn't brave enough ؤ�R5 �  
morn morning .ًd.-]  
proved all untrue all showed themselves to be false in the end 6k�4); ن�P530 4ّ/�ا-a  
ever always .ً)bدا  
frown show with your face that you are not pleased Y-�5  
hum make a happy sound ن�W�5  
to be honest I'm telling the truth  .ً*آ�ن [.دw  
obviously of course ^ا��Fا D0  
admittedly I accept ًا�Oِ0ُ  
put simply this is the basic meaning  ,p.q-	  
personally others may think differently .ً4EV�  
generally speaking this may not be true in all cases م.: n;�	  
peaked reached is highest point naذرو �i7	  
declining becoming less UPV/a  
associated connected _-a�0  
socialize have friendly contact with  دق.E=5 /{d.E5  
wealth being rich وة�K  
addiction habits that are hard to stop إد0.ن  

Period 5 
 

Word opposite   

declining         �OW increasing ز5.دة  
the rich        4.ء/�wا the poor اء�OPFا  
poverty            �OPFا  wealth وة�K  
happiness       دة.��   depression ط.-dإ  

Verb Noun Arabic meaning 
react reaction  S�B ردة /S:.P=5  
predict prediction  s-/a /m-/=5  
act action  S): /S)�5  
collect collection  |4)Ra /|)R5  
introduce introduction  ,0�O0 /م�O5  
reduce reduction  �OW /S7O5  
produce production  ج.=Wإ /Ï=/5  
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II. Reading / Period 1 / page 56&57 
 

}I,�ا .P"K ل'~P : G*�J�  ".�.ورGP"ا���وات ا��G*RJ ا�
  Y0w.	 ب.ol 9B ،         ,�p�P0 ��4� �/-F9 اP��0 آ-.ر [Fإ ,:�B�)Fة ا�4-ZFوات ا��Fأن ا �O=�5 nWأ ,Fو�F9 اB ك�/-Fا �أآ- �dأ Y4bل . *.ل ر.�* " :

       ,4F.: ة�-l و Sهs0 ذو D4P��0 بMRW أن .Wأرد �F ،7] أ: D5ن *.در�ZW ج أن.=�W   YB.�/0 S�l6 د�kF �B�W نٍ     . ن.�Z0 [�F6 إk-وا ��0اهMlm4�� وأ�
�l¶ ".|)=R)F9 اB اء�OPFس ا./Fو�| ا D0 Dq�a DF �/-F9 اP��0 ر.-ZF ,:�B�)Fوات ا��Fا D0 ��7F ,0�O)Fأ�.ف أن ا.  

0�Jت ا�0��JدGP ا�t*.ة'��J( .P'ز�ا ]^.P  
        Fو�Fد ا.E=*ا S-O=q)F �4lwا |*�=F4, أن اF.)Fا �ل وز5�O5   95,", ه.i7F ر ;�4ة.-l�53.دة    ". أ	 s�-/=F9 وا:./E�Fج ا.=Wأر*.م ا� �l¶ [7: ً1.5ردا 

 %,7-O)Fا ,/qF9 اB ،.k7أُآ �a0, أ�Z�Fت ا.OPW ت.T4PVa 4ً�  :7] أنFد �W.آ .kWل.ادّ:] أ.* n/ZF :ج.=�aُ 3الa � ت.T4PV=F9 اB أن ز5.دة.  
"P"3 .P.~N ل'~P" :.~Y�ء واJ*Iا�� Z*( ة'�Y�ا\H�N اء."  

                      |q�=a 3ال�a � |�)=R0 9�B ًا��OB �آ��w/�ً. وا� �آ��wا D4�	 ة��RPF4ً� أن ا�Fدي د.E�=*ا�;=(�.:9 وا� ���-Fا ,oا��	�0 درا�, ;��5ة �* .  {q�d
�5�O=F10إن أ�/]   ، ا %             ��OBأ D�0 ات�ة �0����	أ:7]  Sl5-ً. د�Oa 6k5�F �4مFن ا.ZqFا D010 %  ن.Zq�Fا D�0 .    ��5�O=F9 اPFs�0 ��dأ��.ف أ : n�Wإ 

{5�OFا S-O=q)F9 اB f*�=7F إ�.رة D4-5 � n;�a.  
�*� I& \HN �IK'ات# ��Jآ J�# �S&ر ا�J�  M�"N أ&

          Y06 أF.�Fء ا.�W9 ;(4| أB ,dد.B �b.ql �W.: ,]ر�-Fأز0, ;���5ة   ، أن أ��اق ا [Fإ SO=/5 أن DZ)0 9)F.�Fد ا.E=*وف أن ا�.V0 ,ً--q0 .  ل.�*
  W� �d�5;� �-} وا DZ5 6F nWاء أ�-VF6اk�wض أ��.ر ا.PV . ��Fذ D0 ��	 ،         ة��4lwاث ا��dw.	 6;.�/Fدي ا.E�=*���7 ا�F S��B ردة .�kWmو وآ��-a

,P7=V)Fا .  
High bonus  payments "necessary", says bank boss. 
In a speech yesterday, the chief of one of the country’s biggest banks said he believed the high bonuses paid 
to senior bank staff were not excessive. ‘If we want to attract highly experienced and qualified employees,’ 
he said, ‘we need to be able to offer them a competitive income. Otherwise, they will take their talents 
elsewhere.’ He added that the introduction of a limit on bonuses paid to top bankers would not improve the 
position of poorer people in society. 
Minister welcomes latest economic forecast 
The Finance Minister has said that the latest prediction for the future of the country’s economy is ‘extremely 
good news’. Reacting to the latest industrial production figures and the forecast of 1.5% growth in the 
coming year, he claimed that it was proof that government spending cuts were working. However, he said 
that more reductions were still needed. 
Rich-poor divide getting wider, says new report 
A new study by the Foundation for Economic and Social Research (FESR) has produced evidence that the 
gap between the richest and poorest in society is still growing. According to the report, the richest 10% of 
the population now have incomes almost ten times higher than the poorest 10%. One of the report’s authors 
added: ‘It’s a trend that shows no sign of stopping in the near future. 
Share prices hit 9-years low 
Stock markets around the world suffered serious losses yesterday, causing fears that the global economy 
could be moving towards a new crisis. Experts said that there was no single reason for the fall in share 
prices. Rather, it seemed to be a reaction to the economic uncertainty caused by various recent events. 
 
1) Replace the underlined parts of the sentences with words from the text. 

1 All the workers were given extra payments when company profits went up. bonuses 
2 I don’t mind paying a reasonable amount, but this is too much. excessive 
3 All companies need to be able to be equal to or better than others. competitive 
4 You’d better take your bag with you. If not, someone might take it. Otherwise 
5 This is just one of her many special abilities. talents 
6 If customers can’t get what they want, they’ll go to another place. Elsewhere 
2) The stories and headlines use synonyms to avoid repetition. Match the pairs of synonyms. 

 
fall         chief         gap          staff          evidence              reductions            forecast 
1 proof evidence  5 drop fall 
2 employees staff 6 divide gap 
3 prediction forecast 7 boss chief   
4 cut reductions 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 
10 
11 
12 
13 
 
14 
15 
16 
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3) Decide whether the sentences are TRUE or FALSE. If there is not enough information to decide, 

choose DOESN’T SAY. 

1 The bank chief doesn’t care about the problems of poorer people. 
TRUE   FALSE  DOESN’T SAY 
2 The FESR believes that the gap between rich and poor has reached its widest point. 
TRUE   FALSE  DOESN’T SAY 
3 The Finance Minister said that the government’s aims hadn’t been achieved yet. 
TRUE   FALSE  DOESN’T SAY 
4 The fall in share prices was caused by lack of confidence. 
TRUE   FALSE  DOESN’T SAY 

III. Reading / Period 2 / page 58&59 
,4q)7Fا �ور �4.�wا [Fف إ�EFا D0 :7(.لF �4E* Ò5ر.a  

  JK ه' ا��Jل؟
1 naذا ��	ل .)Fإن ا  ،nF [/�0 � أو [/�)Fا D0 S47OFا nF .  م�V=q�5ُ .0�/: ,/4�0 ,)4* nF nWس أ./Fا D0 ,:.); �P=5 .0�/: _OB [/�)Fا {q=Z5 nW�B

  .آ.ن ��5ث *-S أن V5ُ=�ع اF(.ل:47/. اe/F� إ6kPF ، .0 [F هMا. F=-.دل اb.T-F| أو ا0�VF.ت
  X,0 ا��Jل

2   [Fوwت ا.�)=R)F9 اB  ،,T5.O)Fا ,oا��	رة .R=Fا MP/aُ �W.آ :�l¶ S	.O0 .0 ,0�l دل �9ء أو.-a .       �7^ وآ�.ن)Fا D�0 �ًه6 ���ا��dى أ��F آ.ن �F
,5Mdw9 [/.:, اB �4; �l¶ ،,5Mdwا D0 زوج S	.O0 ^7)Fا ,Fن :7] 0-.د.OP=5 6 أنk/Z)5) .1. (...............................  

  .و4W.Kً. و;} أن �OP=5ا :7] أن اD4�4�F ذو *q=0 ,)4.و5,، و;} :7] آ�V� S أن �5=.ج �5 .0��n اlÁ�، أوً�
�� ا��Jل# GY���K G��Kأ  

3  Fأو ا ,aآ����F7^ أو ا)Fا S�0 �V� S�5ه. آ�آ.ن 5 �6 :7] :/.[kaر.Ra آ3وا�س 5./Fأ ا�	7, Z�)Fا �Mه S�F  ��O-) .2 ............. (   D�Z5 6�F
و*�� آ.��ol ��Wة    ، إن اw[�اف ا37�Fو4W, ه9 �0.ل �0�وف :7] ه�Mا . وإR0 .)W�د �9ء 0���ب 	D0 ،n اTF�وري أن �Z5ن �9ء �5=.;��  

  . kWw. أ�9B Sk اD0 S)�F اO-F� أو ��ا�ت ا�W .0 ��W ،^7)F� nB	F.(.ل
�R.�� J�  )"اGP ا��Jل آ

4  D45�47Fإن ا  ،  D5MFآ4.    ا�a نÁف ا�(. �5	4,      ، :.��ا W��)F7, ا)�Fم ا�V=ا� D0 6 أولkWأ �O=�5ُ ، D0 �أآ� M/02500�T0 ,/�  ،[7:  D0 6��Fا
  S-* D0 ون�ة *�)F �0�V=�ُن *� ا��)Fا |o* 3. (أن ................................ (ى�lراً دول أ�B 6k=�-a ،  ��P=0 64O	 ,4W��)F6 اka�): D4�W.]

.k47: .9 :.م أوFا�d D4EF9 اB .)	ر |b.� ام�V=�.	 �W.4, آF.0 ,*960ل ور.  
�MR G ا��'اد*0 �  

5   SZ�Fا اM9 هB  ،    ,)4* 9ء ذو� D0 |/E5ُ أن nqPW ل.)F6 �5=.ج اF ،nF 30�5 أو n7�)5 .)F _OB .ً)k0 آ.ن �OF) .4 ....................... (  S4-�� [7:
  .D0 اTPF,) ر3Za)Sp :7] و:� 	mن اF-/� آ.ن �4i4�� n4/RF 	�زن  آ.ن 5��B(£)ن اn4/RF ا-F�9W.o5 ، اF(�.ل

G*�  �+' �*. ا�'ا0
 وا6�a 9�=F   –أوً� آ.ن �5;�� اZ4��F.ت   .  إن p�ق اEF�ف ه�M ا5w.م D: ��=-a ا�F(�ت ا4W��)F, ا4O4O�F, وا�Fر*4, اR5 9=F} أن �R7F S)�aُار            6

و أ��d ه��M   ) ........ 5. (اD�0 ��53)F ا��o=Fرات ا��5��F, ا��7O=W أ	��� 9�B ه�Mا ا��Ra.�         . ف ا9FÁا�=-�اkF. ا�4Fم Oa� .ً-5	o-.*.ت ا�b=(.ن او اEF�ا    
 وه� "–   ,�7): 9	D5��Z=4 "�0.ل ¶l� ه�� اk��F�ة اF(=3ا��5ة لِ    . ا�d .kq-7a 9=Fل E�0(� و )a� D0 أ0.م ¶F,        " �4� ا4q)7F, "ا7�0w, ه9 ا�w.ور    

_OB �W�=W9 ا�B م�V=qaُ أن DZ)5ُ ,4)*ر.  

From cowries to contactless: a short history of money 
What is money? 
1 On its own, money has little or no meaning. It only gains meaning when a group of people all accept that 
it has a certain value when used for the exchange of goods or services. To understand this, we need to look 
at what happened before money was invented.  
Before money 
2 In early societies, trade was carried out by bartering: the exchange of one thing or service for another. If 
one person had a bag of salt and another was good at making shoes, they could agree to exchange the salt 
for a pair of shoes. (1) But this only worked on two conditions 
Firstly, they each had to want what the other person was offering, and secondly they had to agree that the 
two things were of equal value.  
Different examples of "money" 
3 To solve this problem, people started to base their trade on items that nearly everyone wanted, like salt, 
chocolate or cows. (2) It didn’t have to be something that they needed, just something desirable 
Cowrie shells are a well-known example of this, and a step towards what we recognise as money, because 
they are easier to carry around than cows or bags of salt. 
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The beginning of money as we know it 
4 The Lydians, who lived in what is now Turkey, are thought to be the first people to use coins, over 2,500 
years ago, although pieces of metal had been used for centuries before. (3) Other countries soon followed, 
making their own coins with agreed values 
The earliest paper money was probably in common use in China around the year 960. 
No value in the materials 
5 In this form, money itself doesn’t need to be made of something valuable; it is only important because of 
what it represents, or stands for. (4) This is why it is known as representative money 
Until quite recently, for example, the British pound (£) was based on a promise that the bank would 
exchange it for one pound in weight (lb) of silver. 
Towards unreality 
6 Nowadays, methods of exchange are moving away from real coins and notes that need to be carried 
around. First, there were cheques, which have now been more or less replaced by plastic credit or debit 
cards. (5) More recent developments have moved even further in this direction 
One example is ‘contactless’ bracelets that you wear on your wrist and pass in front of a machine. Another 
is the growing popularity of ‘bitcoins’, a digital currency that can only be used on the Internet. 
1 Five sentences have been removed from the article. Write the missing sentences in the correct blanks. 

   A It didn’t have to be something that they needed, just something desirable. 
   B But this only worked on two conditions. 
   C More recent developments have moved even further in this direction. 
   D This is why it is known as representative money. 
   E Other countries soon followed, making their own coins with agreed values. 
2 Choose the best title for each paragraph. 

   A No value in the materials    paragraph 5 
   B The beginning of money as we know it   paragraph   4 
   C Towards unreality     paragraph  6 
   D What is money?      Paragraph  1 
   E Different examples of ‘money’    paragraph  3 
   F Before money      paragraph  2 
3 Choose the best way to continue the sentences. Circle A, B or C. 

  1 Bartering is described as 
    A the earliest form of money. 
    B only used by particular societies. 
    C a trading system with certain problems. 
 2 Salt could be used as currency because 
    A it was something most people wanted. 
    B it could be found almost anywhere.    C it was easy for people to carry around. 
 3 The main point that the text makes about paper money is that 
    A it was first made in China. 
    B it has no value as a material. 
    C it is difficult to copy exactly. 
 4 The text suggests that the history of money is 
    A an important subject for economists. 
    B a series of steps that move away from real life. 
    C the story of the development of early human societies. 
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IV. Reading / Period 3 / page 60 
Money 
by W.H. Davies 

When I had money, money, O! 
I knew no joy till I went poor; 
For many a false man as a friend 
Came knocking all day at my door. 
Then felt I like a child that holds 
A trumpet that he must not blow 
Because a man is dead; I dared 
Not speak to let this false world know. 
Much have I thought of life, and seen 
How poor men’s hearts are ever light; 
And how their wives do hum like bees 
About their work from morn till night. 
So, when I hear these poor ones laugh, 
And see the rich ones coldly frown— 
Poor men, think I, need not go up 
So much as rich men should come down. 
When I had money, money, O! 
My many friends proved all untrue; 
But now I have no money, O! 
My friends are real, though very few. 
 
1 Why does the poet describe the people who knock at his door as ‘false’? 

   A They had chosen the wrong door by mistake. 
   B They could not be trusted as real friends. 
2 In the second verse, he compares himself as a man with money to a child who has a trumpet that he isn’t        
brave enough to blow. What is it that he felt he couldn’t say? 
   A His ‘friends’ were not really friends at all. 
   B Someone he knew had died. 
3 What do you think he means by saying that poor men don’t need to ‘go up’, but rich men ‘should come   
down’. 
   A It is unfair that some people have so much more than others. 
   B It would be better if rich people had less money. 
4 Do you think the last line sounds 
   A happy? 
   B sad? 
5 Looking at the poem and the life of the poet, do you think his opinions were based on 
   A other people’s experiences? 
   B the poet’s own experience? 
2) Look back at the poem. Then discuss the questions. 

1 Which opinions in the article are similar to those in the poem? 
that we spend too much time trying to make more and more money; it won’t make us happier. 
2 What are the ‘basic human needs’ referred to in the second paragraph of the article? 
food and shelter (and a family) 
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In this old style of poetry and 
folk songs, the subject and verb 
are often turned around 
(inverted). 
 
dared not = wasn’t brave enough 
 
ever = always 
 
hum = make a happy sound 
 
morn = morning 
 
frown = show with your face 
that you are not pleased 
 
proved all untrue = all showed 
themselves to be false in the end 

  ا��Jل
  !و0. أدراك 0. اF(.ل، :/�0. آ.ن :/�ي 0.ل

 ;6F أ:�ف 6�p اF(=�, إ� :/�0. أ[-�� 4OB�اً
.ًO5�] fb3اFا S;�Fا ^-E5 �5��Fا n7;w  

  . 	.	�p 9ال ا�4Fمo5 9am5�ق
S)�5 يMFا SPoF.9 آ/Wت أ�6 ��a  

n4B �P/5 أ� {R5 .ً*�	  
  Ra�أت، wن ر;ً� 40=ً.

  . أ� أS�;w 67Za هMا ا6F.�F ا3Fاfb �5�ف
  ورأ�5، آ�4�اً ZB .0�ت 9B ا4�F.ة

  ،آf4 ه9 4/0�ةً *�7ب اF�;.ل اOPF�اء
S�/Fا S�0 6kb.qW 6k)ka f4وآ  
)Fا [=d ح.-EFا D0 Dk7): 9Bء.q  

�FMF ،ن�Z�T5 اء�OPFا ��F0. أ�(| أو�/:  
  وأرى ا�w/4.ء �q-�5ن

  أ:= �O	R5 � nWm} :7] اOPF�اء أن �7�5ا
  	�Oر �ÂF 9i-/5 .0/4.ء أن �F3/5ا

  !و 0. أدراك 0. اF(.ل، :/�0. آ.ن �Fي 0.ل
   ;اD0 �5��F أ[�*.9b أK-=�ا أ�q4F 6kWا �4O4Odن

  !�k7F .5ل، ZF//9 اÁن � أ�70 0.ً�
:��7] ا��F��D��0 6 أ6��kW    ، إن أ[���*.���4O4Od 9bن 

  *�747ن ;�ا
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V. Reading / Period 4 / page 64 
ه��Mا D��0 اD��Z))F أن 5-���و U�-��7F ;(��7, ��4�0�ة  ) ....................... 2. (اF/��.س ا�w/��4.ء �q��4Fا أ����� D��0 اF/��.س ا��OPF�اء ) ..................... 1(

إن ا�o=Fرات ا�4Fم  9B :67 ا�FراK, و :67 اF ^)q�a YP/F/�. أن Y4�OW ا�q�F.دة 	�*�,      . n/ZF �5;� دS4F آ.فٍ wآ�ن *.در w*�ل هMا آ��R7F ،  ,O4Oل
 	�Wmُ.سٍ ��F�O5ن 	S�*m ر��] :�D      –إن q0=�5.ت اa�=F� وا�آ=�.ب 9B ا�Fول ا9�B ,4/iF ار�Pa.ع         .و�Zaن اÏb.=/F وا��,  ، � T0] أآ�� D0 أي و*   

  .Y4F 6ka.4d أآ��
و[�S ا��d.�-Fن   . و	�أت a=�ا;| M�/0 ذ��F ا1970s   D4��Fا�qF.دة ا7ZF(7, و[�7 اMFروة fE=/0 9B  أآ�ت درا�, 9B ,�5�d اZ7))F, اF(=��ة أن        

) ........................... 3". (�Bن اSl�F ا��.4� 9B� 0�a-_ 	53.دة ا�qF.دة"، ) ;/P7F n4�د�d2000ا9F ( /=.ج أ�B nWق q0=�ى D4�0     إF] ا�= 
,4�.�wن ا.qW4.;.ت ا�=d7-] اaُ د أن�R)	 ،[/أ� ^-Ea دا:9 أن � ,p.q--B.  

�a ��OF�ددت أن أآ=�}    . ا:=O.د آS وا�d وا�^ 	mن اF(.ل وا�qF.دة �q4Fا YPW ا9�Fء:7] 0. 5-�و أن ا4�ZF� D0 اF/.س �qWا �9ء أOa nW�5-ً. آ.ن            
و*�� آ�.ن D�0 اS4�=q�)F أ� أرى أن اF/�.س ه/�.ك       ، 9�B ���: 9�/ZF 	��7ان �4OB�ة     . أw . � .�Wن أ�dاً �O4� .0ل أW. ا:=-� اOPF� �9ءً رو4qW.0.ً        ، هMا

  .ن أ*D0 S اF/.س 9B ا60w ا�w/]5=�.��5ن 	F�kq, آ-4�ة وq=-5 ،�Z�5(�ن و�Z�T5ن آ�4�اً
 - اذاً–F(�.ذا  . DZF :7] 0. 5-�و أن �5;� ا4�ZF� D�0 اSb���F أن ا��F�وة q�a-} اF=�.��,         ، � أ*�ل 	mن اOPF� q5-} ا�qF.دة     ) ........................ 4(

 أآ�� D�Z)5 .)0 أن  �5=�.;�ا 	�4�Z�؟ 6�a ا*=��اح      d=] و�F أ6k5�F 6kW، 0. زال 9T)5 اF/.س ا4�ZF� D0 ا�F*� و اD0 �kRF أ;S أن E5-��ا أ�/]          
 ,P7=V0 5.ت�eW) .5  ......................... ( ، �Fآ.ً   ، 0| ذm=0 �4� �F0. ز) .�5=�.ج     ، ) ......................6 ��dأي وا S��R5 يM�Fا {-qF6 اkBأ �

/� أن 9B È4�a و*� وا��d؟ ا��=q�P.ر ا��4d�F اM�Fي 9B      9�//Z)5 أآ6 3/0ل Z)5 . أن �5=�ي �4.رة l.B�ة أl�ى :/��Z5 .0ن �K n5�Fث أو أر	|          
  . ��Z4ن اqF-} اMFي 9B �e*�5 اEF-.ح– 4E5^ ذ�F ه��Za .0�/:– �Bن �a.4d آS): .k7 0.ل : أن أS]�a إn4F ه� أ�W nWع D0 ا�د0.ن

  
(1) Generally speaking rich people aren’t happier than poor people. (2 Admittedly this may seem to be a 
controversial statement to some, but there is enough evidence to be able to state this as a fact. Developments 
in biology and psychology now allow us to measure happiness more accurately than ever before, and the 
results are clear. Levels of stress and depression in the richer countries are rising, with people reporting less, 
not more, satisfaction with their lives. 
A recent study in the UK shows that overall happiness peaked in the mid-1970s and has been declining ever 
since. The researchers reached the conclusion that over a certain level (about £20,000 per person), ‘extra 
income is not associated with increased happiness’. (3) Put simply once basic human needs have been met, 
there is simply no point in getting richer. 
It seems that a lot of people have forgotten something that nearly everyone used to think was obvious: 
money and happiness are not the same thing. I hesitate to write this, because someone will say that I am 
romanticising poverty. I am not. But I have lived in poor countries, and it was impossible not to notice that 
people there smile and laugh more, socialise more easily and complain less than people in the richer nations. 
(4) Obviously I am not saying that poverty causes happiness, but there does seem to be a lot of evidence 
that wealth causes unhappiness. Why, then, do people still spend so much time and effort on getting richer, 
even when they already have far more than they could ever need? Various theories have been suggested. (5) 
To be honest though, I am still unsure. (6 Personally I can’t understand why anyone would need to buy 
another luxury car when they already have three or four. How many homes can you live in at any one time? 
The only explanation I can come up with is that it is a kind of addiction: when your life has been all about 
making money, that becomes your purpose, the reason you get up in the morning. 
 
1) Phrases 1–6 are used to introduce sentences and show the writer’s attitude. Match them with their 

meanings a–f. Add the phrases to the text in the correct places. 

PHRASES MEANINGS 
1 To be honest, 
2 Obviously, 
3 Admittedly, 
4 Put simply, 
5 Personally, 
6 Generally speaking, 
 

 

 

 

 

 

5     a Others may think differently 
6     b This may not be true in all cases 
2     c Of course 
1     d I’m telling the truth 

4     e This is the basic meaning 

3     f I accept 
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Unit 5: " Winners and losers" 
I. Vocabulary 

Word English meaning Arabic meaning 
keep your head stay calm nb7] ه�و: �B.�5 
lose your mind panic n	.E:أ �OP5  
blame say a problem is someone's fault �75م 
doubt not trust or believe ��5 
make allowance for forgive ^0.q5 
deal with get involved with |0 S0.�=5 
don't give away to resist / reject  وم.O5 /UB�5  
inspiration sth that makes you feel hopeful م.kFا 
dismiss say that sth is not worth considering UB�5 
apply put into practice �-o5 
recommendations pieces of advice  4.ت]�a /^b.EW  
outdated not useful anymore D03Fا n47: [P: 
treating dealing with ,70.�0 
whenever every time .)7آ 
achieve get �O�5  
recall remember �آM=5 
picked chosen ر.=lا  
potential possibilities for the future S-O=q)Fت ا�.)=dا  
vital very important ً6 ;�اk0  
talent natural ability ,-�0ه  

Period 5 
phrasal made from "up & about" 

    
grow up become an adult iF.	 ^-E5 .ً /�-Z5  
take up start a new hobby or sport ف��5=  
clear up make sth tidy again  {4a�a /fe/5  
give up stop trying 67q=q5  
keep up go at some speed  S]�5اآ}/ �5ا  
end up finally be or do sth 9k/5  
think about  ب �ZP5  
hear about  D: |)q5  
complain about  D0 9Z�5  
write about  D: {=Z5  
read about  D: أ�O5  

Reflexive pronouns  G*&J�� ا����J. ا��
.�J�  3"ول ا��

I  myself MHY� 
he  himself �HY� 
she herself JSHY� 
it itself  �HY� /X0J��JSHY ، ��*. ا�  

we ourselves JIHYأ� 
they  themselves �SHYأ� 
you  yourself  د.YK  

yourselves  \�3 
}HY� 
��HYأ� 
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M�J�  :K ]�P.ا#Jة ا�
 X�K ��K XKJ���� himself . X�K أي ان ا�+�P X'ن Heاذا آJن ا�X#JY ا&� YK.د �Kآ. �K XKJ��IR ]�J�K X#JY�ن اJا� اذا آYou.  
 X�K ��K XKJ��� ���K د.YK �&ا X#JY�ن اJاذا آShe ن'�P X+�أي ان ا herself .ا� اذا آ X�K ��K XKJ��IR ]�J�K X#JY�ن اJYou.  

 X�K ��K XKJ��� \��� themself .  X�K أي ان ا�+�P X'ن Theyاذا آJن ا�X#JY ا&� 3K XKJ��IR ]�J�K X#JY�ن اJا� اذا آYou.  
 X�K ��K XKJ��� X0J# .*� د.YK �&ا X#JY�ن اJاذا آIt ن'�P X+�أي ان ا itself.  

��� .Kأ X�Y( G���� X�K اذا )"أت ا��K XKJYou ن'�P X+�أي ان ا yourself / yourselves.  
  .�P ourselves'ن ا�+J^ MRlet's X�G و3'د 

 

 
II. Reading / Period 2 / page 72 

 

آُ=-�� أ[�� آ/�w ^b.E	�D آ-F   .      Ï/�7�ود5.رد آ-Ï/7 0�ة أl�ى S-* D0 :.0, ا-F�D44W.o5 آ6ka�4EO اIF ,7TP)Fأlُ=4�ت هMا ا�w-�ع *�4Eة 
  9B   ً�;ن ر�Z4F ج�T/F4.ة وا�F0| ا S0.�=F4, اP4ن   ، آ��* D�0 �س :7] �0ار أآ��./Fف ا�Á م.kFو��7 آ� . |-oF.�	 ،     ن�T�B�5 س.�/Fا U��	 ن��B

,)5�* ,��0 .kWw .k�b.EW ،[T0 9 و*� *�مFد إ��a .kWw .س./Fا D0 �4آ� S-* D0 ,	�-�0 ن�Za .0�/: DZFن ��4,؟، و�Z=� f4آ  
أB=�ض 	�mن اF/�.س  .�kW�-�5	�q-}     ". آ�4EOة 	�4W.o5. ا�V�FIf" ,7TP)F ا�4d�F اMFي 9B Ï:3/5 آS 0�ة �4E* D7�aُة          أm=0 .Wآ� 	�qF 9/Wm ا    

   ,4B.OFا _)W4_ وq-Fا .k:.O5اءة     . إ�OF7, اk� ن�Za أن DZ))Fا D0 ،            ��e/a .0��/: �4,؟O4O�F�4.ة ا�F9 ا�B .k�b.E�W ا�O-o5 ه6 أن�ا :(�Fو.d Sه DZF
  .�ن ا4�ZF� �a .ًOd .k/0[4.ت :k47: .P. اBD03F، إF] D: .ka.4]�a *�ب

            ,)53kFوا �E/F0| ا S0.�=Fا D: رة�k�)Fر ا�oqFا Mlm/F ل.�)Fا S4-� [7: " 9ء�Fا YP/	 ."         ح أن��=O5 Ï/�7-آ�.ن آ Sا*�|؟ ه��F9 ا�B 9�/�a �0.ذا
     .W�:.�0 �keW وأ� ./b7] ه�و: �B.�W ،   6 وآ�F.�: سm9 آb.kW أن �F S4Va ؟.W�ql /. أو�	6     إذا 0. رkؤو���	3ون �k5 ن��;�P=)Fن وا��-:�Fن ا.

  هS آ.ن ذ�Z4� �Fن 4�0�اً؟". و9B DZF اk/F.5, إR0 .kW�د �F-,، إن ذ�F آ.ن ;�4" و*.�Fا 
Text A 
This week, Rudyard Kipling’s If– has been chosen yet again by the British public as their favourite poem. 
Originally written as advice to Kipling’s son about dealing with life and growing up to be a man, it has been 
an inspiration to thousands of people for over a century. Of course, some people dismiss its advice as old-
fashioned, belonging to a time that has passed. But when it is loved by so many people, how can it be bad? 
Text B 
I’m sure I can’t be the only person who gets annoyed every time Rudyard Kipling’s If– is announced as 
‘Britain’s favourite poem’. I suppose people like it because of its simple rhythm and rhyming pattern. It may 
be easy to read, but do they ever try to apply its advice to real life? When you look at its recommendations 
closely, they really are a lot of outdated nonsense. 
Take for example the famous lines about treating triumph and disaster ‘just the same’. What does it actually 
mean? Is Kipling suggesting that we stay calm and not show our feelings, whether we win or lose? Imagine 
a World Cup Final where all the players and fans just nodded their heads and said ‘That was OK, but in the 
end it’s only a game.’ Would that be exciting? 
1 Read the two texts. Then answer the questions below. 

 1 Which text 
   1 gives real-life examples to make a point? B 
   2 explains the purpose of the poem? A 
   3 examines the meaning of the poem? B 
   4 is most critical of the poem? B 
 2 Why was the poem written? 
   A to help the poet’s son grow up 
   B as an inspiration to people 
   C because the poet wanted to be popular 
 3 What does the writer of Text B suggest about people who like the poem? 
   A They are annoying. 
    B They don’t understand real life. 
    C They prefer easy poems. 
 4 What does the writer of Text B think football matches would be like if players followed Kipling’s  
advice? 
   A fairer 
   B less exciting 
   C more interesting 

1 
2 
3 
4 
 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
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2) Find words in the texts that have these meanings. 

1 something that makes you feel hopeful inspiration 
2 say that something is not worth considering dismiss 
3 put into practice apply 
4 pieces of advice recommendations 
5 not useful any more outdated 
6 dealing with treating 

III. Reading / Period 3 / page 74 
 

These words from the well-known poem If–, by Rudyard Kipling. 
 

If you can keep your head when all about you 
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you, 
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, 
But make allowance for their doubting too; 
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 
Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies, 
Or being hated, don’t give way to hating, 
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise: 
 
If you can dream – and not make dreams your master; 
If you can think – and not make thoughts your aim; 
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster 
And treat those two impostors just the same; 
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken 
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools, 
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken, 
And stoop and build ’em up with worn-out tools: 
 
If you can make one heap of all your winnings 
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss, 
And lose, and start again at your beginnings 
And never breathe a word about your loss; 
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew 
To serve your turn long after they are gone, 
And so hold on when there is nothing in you 
Except the Will which says to them: ‘Hold on!’ 
 
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, 
Or walk with Kings – nor lose the common touch, 
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, 
If all men count with you, but none too much; 
If you can fill the unforgiving minute 
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run, 
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,  
And – which is more – you’ll be a Man, my son! 

�F�d D0 Sن آ�Z5 .0�/: �ً*.: Sea أن ��o=إذا ا�  
  *� �OBوا :6kF�O و��T5ن ا�7Fم :�47

 D5�lÁ�4 اB ��5 .0�/: �qPW D0 �Kإذا آ/� وا  
�4B 6kآ�Z�F ^)qaو S-Oa �/ZFو  

n/0 {�=a ر و�.e=Wا� ��o=إذا ا�  
  أو MZ5ُب : S0.�=a �B �47	MZF.ب

  ^  �qP/F	ZF.�اهqa �B,4(، أو آ�Z0 �W�وه.
  وأa � .ًT5-�و 4p-ً. ;�اً و� a-�و 4Zd(ً. ;�اً

  
67�a أن ��o=�0 ��4ك، إذا ا��dأ D0 S�Ra �  
�4ZP=Fا ��o=إذا ا� ،�Bه� �4ZP=Fا S�Ra �B  

,Kر.ZFوا �E/Fا ,k;�0ا ��o=إذا ا�  
,70.�)Fا YP/	 ن.P53)Fن ا./Kان ا�Mه S0.�aُو  

   ا��F اMFي *n=7إذا ا�=S)ُ�a ��o �(.ع ا�ZFم
  *� �a 6a�S-َ*ِ D0 nP5 اE/F ,W�VF} آ(.�ÂF Db-4.ء

  أو a�ى أ�4.ءك اF=9 وه-=�a.4d .k *� د0َُِ�ت
,)5�OFا �aدواm	 �5�; D0 .kb./	 �:9 وأ/�W.B  

  
 ��	�0 Sآ ��)Ra أن ��o=إذا ا� )�F.0 رأس (  

  وp.Va� 	9B n ��	, وا�dة
�qVaا5, ، و�-Fا D0 ى�lة أ�أ 0�-aا(و D0�PEF(  

�aر.ql D: �ٍP� �/-	 Y-/a و�  
�=*.pو �	.E:إ;-.ر *7-� وأ ��o=إذا ا�  

D03Fا 0| ا�P�� .0��	 0, دورك�VF  
  �Z5 � .0�/: �)].Bن �4B �9ء D0 *�ة

6kF ل�Oa 9=Fا[(�وا: " إ� ا�رادة ا"  
  

�=74TP	 �P=d.B �4ه.)RF�5 0| ا��Fا ��o=إذا ا�  
  ا[�7 0| ا�F.د�a �OPa �B D45–أو إذا ��ت 0| اF(�7ك 

  وإذا o=q5 6F| اw:�اء و� اw[�*.ء إ[.	=� 	T�ر
  وإذا آ.ن k5(� آS اF/.س و DZF	�qا�4,

,�b.TFا ,O4*�Fا Â)a أن ��o=إذا ا�  
,4W.K ن�=qF ي�RFا D0 ار��)	 �Fو [=d  

�Z70 ن�Z4� .k4B .0 Sرض و آwن ا�B  
   �=E-^ ر;ً� 5. 	/9– اwآ�� D0 ذ�F –و 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

knaves (line 14) = worthless people 

stoop (line 16) = bend down 

pitch-and-toss (line 18) = a simple game of luck 
sinew (line 21) = body tissue that joins muscles to bones 

virtue (line 25) = goodness 
the common touch (line 26) = the ability to speak to ordinary people 
foes (line 27) = enemies 
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1) Read this first verse of the poem If–. Then match the words and phrases with their meanings. 

 AND PHRASES FROM THE POEM MEANINGS 
keep your head                 lose your head               blame              doubt               make allowance for          

deal in                 don’t give way to 
 

a forgive make allowance for 
b not trust or believe doubt  
c get involved with deal in 
d resist, reject don’t give way to 
e say a problem is someone’s fault blame  
f panic lose your head 
g stay calm keep your head  
2) Study the rhyming pattern. 

1 Underline all the rhyming words. 
about you / doubt you, you / too  
2 The rhyming pattern of the first verse is sometimes described as A B A B C D C D. Can you see why? 
 Does this rhyming pattern also continue in the other verses? 
the pattern continues in the other verses 

 

 3) Find the lines that give the following advice.  

1 Keep calm, don’t panic. line 1 
2 Don’t be impatient. line 5 
3 Don’t give up when things go wrong. line 11 
4 Don’t be afraid of taking risks. line 18 
5 Don’t complain about your problems. line 20 
6 Be determined and keep trying. lines 21– 24 
7 Treat all people the same way. lines 25–26 
8 Don’t waste your time. lines 29–30 
  

IV. Reading / Period 4 / page 76 
أMaآ� *E, *�أ9B .ka ، ا�Oa 9=Fل أZ)5 nW/� أن �O�a أي �9ء إذا أردت ذ�B �Fً�" 4,اq)F.:�ة اMFاa"آ7(. �.ه�ت أ�Bم ه��44Fد أو *�أت آ=} 

{:�)Fا [)d 9-Wه�ر �Wِ {=آ . �l9 أواB ب.�Fم ا�OFة ا�آ {:� D: آ.ن �OF1980s ) 4/.تW.)�Fا (n)ف 0. ا��9 ، � أ:b3; SZ�	 اMوه
,EOFا D0 ف�kFس، ا./Fا D0 �4�ZFا nB��5 � nWw .ه�ر S4V=5n=/k0 رت�oa f49 آ-W .  
n=�5 �0ر��B 9B ،nO5�B 9B {:� أي D0 �4�Z	 STBأ nWا�^ أ�Fا D0 97. آ.ن�)Fا nO5�B 9B 6a ، ,EOFا YPW �W.آ �OF– D0 STB0. زال أ 

�l¶ �dوا Sآ .[Fوwر;, ا�Fا D0 ر�k�0 �5�PF 4.ر�=l6 اa .ه��	ه/.، و �0w9 اk=/5 6F ./ه [=d9، و-Wه�ر D4-5ُ .)آ nWw، 9B ء.T:w6 اe�0 
�Fذ D0 ��7ن :7] أآ�E�5 � [Fوwر;, ا�F4, ذات ا	.-�Fق ا�PFا.  

S�B �V�Fا اMه DZFو . D� ��a ا وه��7=RW�5 ا�B 9B Slد [=d nWة ، 21إ�9 آ-:� STBأ �dن أ�Z4F S-O=q)Fا n5�F nWm	 �dوا Sآ �Paوا
,Fو�F9 اB ب.-�Fم ا�OFا .B {�75 �¶:/�0. ر �آM=5 9-Wه�ر DZFو�*�Fا �Fن ذ�T� 9B ً6 ;�اk)F9 اb.k/Fا fEW 9 . SZF .ً0. آ.ن وا���/:

  .�0.ه� أnW و	-o=q5 6F ,p.q| ا�RqW.م 0| اD4-:�F اZF-.ر
�OF آ.ن هMا : آ(. �O5ل ه�رW-9. و6ّ�/0 اP=l]، وا [k=W	n ا0w� W D0 �ًO/=0.دي [4i� إF] أ[i�9B S� . آ�ة ا�OFم wر	| �/�ات أl�ى

 �7)5 S;�Fاn74; 9B �dوا Sأي آ D0 .ً-5�Oa ��0ه-, أآ� ).naر.k0 9 ا0=�كB _OB 67�5 أن n/Z)5 ./=4O	 (.0ً.) إنa ,4B.آ DZa 6F .kWوإ.  
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Whenever I see Hollywood films or read those ‘self-help’ books that say you can achieve anything if you 
want it enough, I recall a story I read in Nick Hornby’s book Fever Pitch. It’s about a young footballer in the 
late 1980s (I don’t know his name, and that’s partly the point of the story, because not many people do). 
Hornby imagines how his career developed. 
In his school team, he was obviously far better than any of his teammates. Later, in his local team, it would 
have been the same story – still much better than everyone else. He was then picked for a famous First 
Division team, and even here it doesn’t end, because, as Hornby points out, most members of First Division 
youth teams never get any further. 
But this one did. He even got into the England Under 21 team, and everyone agreed that he had the potential 
to be one of the best young footballers in the country. But Hornby remembers seeing him play in a vital 
semi-final around that time, when it was clear to everyone watching that he simply couldn’t keep up with 
the top players. 
He stayed in football for another four years. He ended up moving to smaller and smaller clubs, and then 
disappeared. As Hornby says, this man ‘clearly had more talent than nearly everyone of his generation (the 
rest of us can only dream about having his kind of skill) and it still wasn’t quite enough’. 
 
1) Decide whether the statements below are TRUE or FALSE according to the text. If there isn’t enough 

information to decide, choose DOESN’T SAY. 

1 The writer suggests that Hollywood films give an unrealistic view of success. 
TRUE   FALSE  DOESN’T SAY 
2 Nick Hornby’s book is about football. 
TRUE   FALSE  DOESN’T SAY 
3 The player is remembered by many football fans today. 
TRUE   FALSE  DOESN’T SAY 
4 Most players in the youth teams of big football clubs don’t succeed. 
TRUE   FALSE  DOESN’T SAY 
5 The young player only played one match for a First Division team. 
TRUE   FALSE  DOESN’T SAY 
6 Nick Hornby concludes that the player wasn’t very good after all. 
TRUE   FALSE  DOESN’T SAY 
2) Replace the underlined parts of the sentences below with words or phrases from the text. 

1 Every time I think the work is finished, I find something else to do. Whenever 
2 You have to work hard if you want to get success. achieve 
3 Can you remember the title of that book he mentioned? recall 
4 Which one have you chosen? picked 
5 It’s very good for a first book and the writer shows great possibilities for the future. potential 
6 It’s very important to have a plan if you want to succeed. vital 
7 To reach the top in any field, you need to have a lot of natural ability. talent 
3) The following words, highlighted in the text, all refer back to something in the same sentence or the 

sentence before. What do they refer to? 

1 It (line 2) Fever Pitch 
2 do (line 3) know his name 
3 his (line 4) the young footballer 
4 did ((line 9) got further than the youth team 
5 the country (line 10) England 
6 it (line 15) the young footballer’s talent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
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Write a short essay giving your opinion about this statement. 

There is too much money in sport nowadays: winning at any cost has become the main aim in many sports, 
and has had a negative effect on players and supporters. How far do you agree? 
 

       There is too much money which is paid in order to improve the performance of the players and to 

win championships. But this may negatively affect the players and supporters of  several points:  

 

       Firstly, there are players deserve to be paid a lot of money, but in return they must win at any 

cost. This makes them under pressure and worry throughout the game if they did not score goals or if 

they did not make a chance for other players to score goals. 

 

       Secondly, when a player plays in the game, his main concern is that to make the coach and 

director satisfy from him. We should  that they the main concern of the player is the supporter 

who comes to the stadium in order to celebrate the victory of his team and does not want to 

return with any loss or disappointment. The supporters are paying for the success of the club and that 

the players are always demanded to be winners. 

 

        For these reasons, I believe that the huge amount of money paid to players has had a 

negative effect on the players and the supporters. 
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Form compound adjectives from these sentences: 

1. a boy with a curly hair. 
a curly – haired boy 
2. a man who has wide shoulders. 
a wide – shouldered man 
3. a woman who has blue eyes. 
a blue - eyed woman 
4. a girl who has long hair. 
a long - haired boy 
5. a man that had red face. 
a red – faced man 
6. a man with large moustache. 
a large - moustached man 
7. a man with dark hair. 
a dark - haired man 
 
Rewrite  these sentences from compound adjectives: 

1. an oil-producing country  
a country that produces oil 
2. an English-speaking culture 
a culture in which people speak English 
3. a self-driving car  
a car that drives itself 
4. an eye-opening experience 
an experience that makes you realize something for the first time 
5. a breath-taking view  
a view that makes you gasp because it’s so impressive 
6. a heart-stopping moment 
a moment when something shocking or frightening happens 
 

Rewrite the following sentences using "suppose": 

1. The staff should really wear suits, but not everyone does. 
The staff are supposed to wear suits, but nobody does. 
2. I meant it to be a surprise present, but someone told her.  
It was supposed to be a surprise present, but someone told her. 
3. It's thought that painting your door red will bring good luck. 
Painting your door red is supposed to bring good luck. 
 
Complete the following sentences with the suitable phrasal verb from the box: 

moving away, frighten away, drive away, turning away 
1. Fire is believed to drive away bad luck. 
2. Fireworks are supposed to frighten away bad spirits. 
3. People are turning away from traditional New Year’s resolutions. 
4. He said people were moving away from negative decisions. 
 

 

Complete the following sentences with the suitable phrasal verb from the box: 

move away, frighten away, take away, look away, ran away, throw away 
1 The film’s first scene was so frightening that I couldn’t watch and had to look away. 
2 There were dangerous animals nearby, so we lit a fire to frighten them away. 
3 She grew up here, but her family had to move away from the area. 
4 I called to the boy, but he was frightened and ran away. 
5 I don’t need this again, so you can throw it away. 
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6 They make great food that you can eat in the café or take away. 
 

Complete the following sentences with the suitable phrasal verb from the box: 

run out, work out,  run out of, grow out of 
1. Fitting in is boring. But it takes you nearly your whole life to work that out  . 
2. This feeling is something that most people grow out of. 
3. There’s no coffee left. We’ve run out. And I think we’ve run out of tea too. 
 

Complete the following sentences with the suitable phrasal verb from the box: 
 

1 She grow out of that habit when she was about six years old. 
2 We’d better turn back before all the water runs out. 
3 It took me a long time to work out the maths problem. 
4 The animal got out of its cage. 
5 Of course I’m coming. I don’t want them to miss out of the fun. 
6 I wear a suit because I don’t want to stick out from everyone else. 
 
Use nouns from the verbs between brackets: 
1 My prediction is that the company will make a profit next year. (predict) 
2 Oil is used in the production of plastic. (produce) 
3 The reaction to his speech has been generally positive. (react) 
4 You need to explain your aims in the introduction to the essay. (introduce) 
5 There has been a big reduction in the number of people who use desktop computers. (reduce) 
 

Complete the sentences with a general noun phrase using the + an adjective in the box. 

deaf, homeless, confused, young, careless, blind 
1 We are collecting money to provide guide dogs for the blind  . 
2 More houses are being built to help solve the problem of the homeless . 
3 Using social media as a way of communicating is most often used by the young . 
4 Using sign language is a way for the deaf to communicate. 
5 This simple and clear book is the perfect guide for the confused  . 
6 Only the careless are likely to make this mistake. 
 

Match the pairs of opposites in the boxes. Then use them to complete the sentences. 

declining, the rich, poverty, happiness depression, the poor, wealth, increasing 
1 Far from creating greater happiness, money can actually cause depression. 
2 Perhaps it is the rich rather than the poor who need to change their lives. 
3 In some countries, globalisation has created more poverty , not more wealth. 
4 Instead of increasing as we hoped, demand for the product is actually declining. 
 

Complete the sentences with verb phrases and nouns in the boxes 

come to, arrive to conclusion, agreement, destination, decision 
1 What time do you think we will arrive to our destination? 
2 Have you come to a decision about which car to choose? 
3 The two sides talked for hours, but still couldn’t come to an agreement about the terms of the takeover. 
4 After a lot of thinking about the essay question, I finally come to a conclusion about what to write. 
Complete the following sentences with the suitable phrasal verb from the box: 

 

1. He simply couldn’t keep up with the top players. 
2. He ended up moving to smaller and smaller clubs. 
 

Complete the following sentences with the suitable phrasal verb from the box: 
 

go out of,  grew out of,  work out,  stick to,  runs out, miss out on  

ended up,   keep up 

grows up, keep up, clear up, end up, give up, taken up   
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1 I’ve recently taken up running. It’s really helping me to stay fit. 
2 Don’t give up now. One last try might be enough to do it. 
3 If you don’t take this chance now, you’ll end up regretting it later. 
4 You can do it in the kitchen as long as you clear up the mess when you finish. 
5 Slow down! I can’t keep up. 
6 My daughter wants to be a doctor when she grows up. 
 

Complete the sentences with the correct reflexive pronouns. 

1 Most very young animals are not able to feed themselves. 
2 She has a habit of talking to herself when she’s on her own. 
3 We need to keep telling ourselves that we can win. 
4 It wasn’t a present. I bought it myself. 
5 Help yourselves to the food, everyone. 
6 The most important thing is to believe in yourself. 
Complete the sentences with the correct tense of the verbs in the box. 

read, hear, write, think, complain 
1 You’re very quiet. What are you thinking about? 
2 This is a really good restaurant. I heard about it from a friend. 
3 Several people complained about the article. They said it had a lot of mistakes. 
4 In his articles, he usually writes about travelling abroad. 
5 I’ve never studied the subject, but I have read a lot about it in books. 
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